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CHAPTER I I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

Nearly all known computer programmes of proef procedures for the 

first order predicate calculus employ a form of Herbrand 1s theerem 

or a Gentzenlike formulation of the first order predicate calculus; 

see for an explicit description of both approaches respectively 

(31) and (36) (in this chapter all numbers refer to the biblio

graphy in Appendix I); see alao chapter IV. 

The first working programmes shaped by these ideas were described 

by Prawitz, Prawitz and Vogera (25), Hao Wang (36) and by Gilmore 

(12), (13). The main imperfection of these programmes appears to be 

the abundant generation of the substitutional instanoes of the 

well-formed formula F to be proved (or disproved). 

Soon a number of improvements were proposed by Davis and Putnam 

(2), Davis, Logemann and Loveland (3) (arefinement of these methode 

is found in Loveland ( 17) ), Prawitz (24) (Kanger describes the last 

method in another context in (15)) and Hao Wang (37), (38). 

The method described in (24) gave rise to the resolution princ!~le 

see Robinson (30), which is in fact a very sophisticated selection 

principle to avoid the generation of the so-called useless subst: 

tutional instanoes (of the well-formed formula F to be (dis )proved). 

Articles descrihing this principle and its variante are to be. found 

under the raferences (26) until (35). 

A review of these resul ts is gi ven in Robinson (31 ) ; a review of 

the improvements proposed in (2), (3) and (17) is given in Davis 

(4). The improvements of Hao Wang (pattern recognition, eliminatien 

of quanters etc.) are described in Hao Wang (36), (37) and (38). 
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This author also speculated extensively about the future of auto

matic theorem proving in (39), (40) and (41). 

Finally the work of Friedman (8) and (9) on a solvable case of the 

decision problem of the first order predicate calculus is mentioned. 

Dawson (5) investigated the feasibility of the proof method pro-

poeed by Davis and Putnam (2) for a finitely axiomatizable part of 

elementary number theory. He showed that for rather simple theorema 

of this theory, the proof procedure of Davis and Putnam beoomes 

excessively long. 

This result points out the main weakness of the proof procedures 

used for automatic theorem proving, viz. the bad selection methad 

of the substitution instanoes necessary for the proof of a certain 

theorem; this in spite of the sophisticated selection methods. 

Several authors tried to imprave proof procedures by introducing 

additional heuristics; e.g. Robins.on, Wos and Carson (43), (44) 

introduced parameters which guided the selection of minimal classes 

for resolution. Chinlund, Davis, Rinman and MCCroy (1) put forward 

s imilar ideas • 

The introduced heuristic parameters may restriet the depth of the 

tree deductions cons idered or limit in a certain way the complexi ty 

of the substitutional instanoes to be selected etc. 

A psychological approach of heuristics is described in the well

known work of Ne we 11, S imon and Shaw ( 2 2) , ( 23) ; they try to s imu

late on a computer the human thinking in solving problems. Although 

this work shows many interesting results, especially in the study 

of programming languages, the major defect, as far as theorem 
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proving in the first order predicate calculus is concerned, appears 

to be the ill-defined underlying logio. 

In his book "Formal Methode", Dordrecht 1961, E. W. Beth proposed 

the use of statistioal analysis as an heuristic device. At page 119 

i t says (about the first order predicate calculus): "There are a 

number of solvable cases of the decision problem; this means es

sentially, that for certain classes of formulas U the number n(U) 

(which means here the maximum number of individual parameters nec

essary for deciding a formula U belonging to the mentioned class) 

can be effectively computed. Now run a large number of formulas 

through the machine, and make a statistical analysis of the dis

tribution of those operations which prove successful and those 

which are not. Then provide the machine with instructions such as 

to give preferenee to the more successful operations. This might 

c'Onsiderably enhance the efficiency of the machine." 

In this thesis it is shown that the theory of statistical decision 

functions can be used as .an heuristic aid in theerem proving in the 

propoa,itional calculus and in the first order predicate calculus~ 

The main applications are described in chapters III, IV and V; 

chapter III deals with the propositional calculus, the chapters IV 

and V wi th the. first. order predicate calculus. It is proved (for 

both cases) that there exists a Bayes deoision function by which 

the provabili ty of a randomly selected well-formed formula can be 

es timated provable. At the end. of chapter IV a propos al has been 

given, which can be used in proving a.· given well-formed formula 

belonging to the first order predicate calculus. S·ee also chapter 
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V. In chapter VI and VII an extension of the prescribed methods to 

the theory of definition and to polyadic logies is given. For a 

summary of the contente of each chapter we refer to the introduc-

tory sectien of the chapter concerned. 

In Appendix II the results of a (small) statistica! experiment in 

theerem proving in the propoei tional calculus ie reported. There 

it is shown that, on the basis of the obtained sampling results, 

one can determine a statistica! decision rule (a Bayes decision 

function) by which the provability of a randomly selected well-

formed propositional formula can be estimated. The employed oom-

puter programmes are described in Appendix III and IV. 

Finally it is remarked that the application of statistica! methode 

is not restricted to the relatively simple cases mentioned. This 

can easily be illuminated by observing that many proof procedures 

for the first order predicate calculus can be described in the 

following general terms. 

F is a well-formed formula belonging to the first order predicate 

calculus; Gi (F), i= 1, 2, ••• , is a sequence of fini te sets which is 

determined (in a constructive way) as soon as F is given. There 

also exists a finite algorithm for detecting whether an element g, 

gE G.(F), has acertainpropertyE. ornot. Fis provable if and 
1 1 

only if there exists a natural number i
0 

and an element g E G. (F) 
10 

such that g has the property E .• 
J.o 

The proof procedure is a systematic search procedure for an element 

g, g E G1 (F), wi th the property E. • 
0 

1 o 
The elements g may also be selected by a random mechanism, which 
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can be .simulated by the generation of (pseudo-) random numbers. In 

this case it is possible to teat, by statistica! methods, acertain 

hypothesis H
0 

about the set Gi (F) concerned. The re sult of this 

test may be used as an heuristic aid for the following selections. 

This type of heuristics may be combined wi th many .other heuristic 

devices. For some cases it may even be possible to determine (e.g. 

by combinatorial methods) the numerical values of the probabili ties 

concerned. Although in quite another context, this has been done 

in chapter III and in Appendix IV. 
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CHAPTER I I PRELIMINARY THEOREMS 

(o
1

,1i:
1

,P) is a probability spaoe a.nd h(w
1

), g(w
1

), w
1 

€ o
1

, are 

stochastic variables with respective ranges the measurable spaces 

(o2' Yi" ), (o3, ~ 3). * 
) 

{di}i~1 is a partition of the spaoe (o
3
,1t

3
), i.e. 

n i 
u d = 03' 

i=1 

di n dj- rl for i .j j, di,dj € ';:3 a.nd i,j € {1,2, •.• ,n}. 

In this seotion we oonsider the problem of determining a partition 

{A) i~1 , Ai € ljt: 2 , of the spaoe (0
2

, ~ 
2

) whioh minimizes the error 

probability when using the decision rule "if the value of h(w
1

) 

belongs to Ai then the value of g(w
1

) belongs to di, i == 1, ••• ,n". 

In proving the existenoe of such a partition and for the explicite 

determination of the sets Ai we will use the theory of statistica! 

dec is ion functions. See es pee ially Wald ( 18) ohapter I and Blaokwell 

a.nd Girshiok (4). 

For the formulation of theerem (2.1) a class 1t of statistioal de-

*) In the notation of stochastio variables, sets etc. we shall 

follow the conventions used in J.L~ Doob - "Stochastio P.r:-ooesses", 

New York, London 1953. 

From a formal point of view this notation is not the most sophis

ticated, but i t seems to be easily readable for the problems dis

cuseed in the next chapters. See for a precise notatien of func

tions for instanee Church (6). 

It is also remarked that h(w
1

) and g(w
1

) are not neoessarily real

valued stochas tic variables. See for a defini tion in this sense: 

Bauer; H.- "Wahrsoheinlichkeitstheorie und Grundzügè der :Masstheo

rie", Berlin 1964. 
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cision functions and a number of measures on the sets of 1{ are 
2 

introduced. 

A statistical dec is ion function ö ( w
2

) belongs to the class 1f if 

and only if: 

(a) 

(b) 

ö(w
2

) is a function defined for every w E Q with range 
2 2 

TI t = { d 1 
, ••• , éJ_n} known as the set of terminal dec is i ons. 

{di}i~ 1 is a partition of the space (Q
3

, ~) with di f rf and 

diE ~3 for every i= 1, ... ,n. 

the paxtition {A.}.n of the space (Q ,~ ), defined by A.= 
~ ~=1 2 2 ~ 

= {ö(w) =di}, has the property A. E ~ for i= 1,2, ... ,n. 
2 ~ 

In order to obtain a risk function whicb. is equal to the error 

probability, we follow the terminology of Wald and define over the 

product space Q
1 

x ~t the loss function W(w
1 
,di)= I{g(w ) %di} (w

1 
), 

1 

I{g(w )% di} ( w
1

) is the characteris tic function of the set {g(w
1 

) %di}, 
1 

and the probability P(di I w
1
,ö) = I{h(w )%A.}(w

1
) *); P(di I w

1
,ö) 

1 ~ 

is the probability that for a given value of w
1 

and for a given 

statistical decision function ö the decision will be made that 

. g(w
1

) belongs to di. Both defini tions are valid for i = 1, ... ,n. 

The average risk, for given w E Q , ö E ~ reads: 
1 1 

*) It is clear that these probabilities and exp8ctations might ·be 

introduced in an easier way. This troublesome "Nay has been ohosen 

ir" order to justify the use of concepts borrowed from the theory 

of statistical dec is ion functions, in the discussion of the problem 

at tand. 
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The expectation r(o) of r(w
1 
,o) over the space (r.J

1
, ~ 1 ,P) ·equals 

,.. 
r(o) Jr(w , o)P(dw ) 

1 1 

Q1 

n 
= E 

i=1 

The original problem has thus been transformed into the problem of 

finding a statistical decision function o E' 'lt so that r(o ) ~ r(o) 
0 0 

for all o E' 1t. 

We shall refer to this problem as the estimation problem (h, g); 

the statistical decision function o will be referred to as the 
0 

Bayes decision function. 

It should further be noted that class }e contains only non-random-

ized and non-sequential statistical decision functions. 

The following probability measures on the sets of ~2 will now be 

defined. 

P 1A = P{h(w
1

) E' A}, 

Pj_A P{h(w
1

) E' A I g(w
1

) E di} 

1,2, ••• ,n. 

As the conditional measure , i fixed, is absolutely continuous 

with respect to P, the theerem of Radon-Nikodym (see Halmos, P.R., 

"Measure Theory", New York, Londen, Toronto 1950) assures the ex

istence of a probability density ti(w
2

), w
2 

E' r.J
2

, so that 

PfA = Jti (w2 )P 1 (dw
2
), A E fi

2
, i 

A 

1, ••• ,n. 

For the Bayes decision function of the estimation problem (h,g) 

the following theerem holds. 
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Theorem (2.1) 

The Bayes ctecision function ö
0 

of the estimation problem (h,g) is 

determined 

j 1,2,- •• ,i-1, .E = i+1, ... ,n}, i= 2, •.. ,n-1, 

fort 1,2, •.. ,n. 

Pro of 

The measurability of the function f;.. (w ) implies that the set B. 
l 2 l 

does to ~ 
2 

for i = 1,. •• ,n; thus the decision function o
0 

to 'J{. 

If ö, o E 11:, is an arbi trary de cision function determined by the 

{Ai}i~ 1 , then r(o) may be rewritten as follows. 

i=1 
~ P{g(w)% di} n {h(w ) E A.} 

1 1 ]. r(ö) 

n n (> n n 
2:: 2:: J p .f;.. 2:: 2:: 

i=1 j=1 J J k=1 i=1 
j~i Ai 

n 

fp.f;. 
j-1 J J 
.=t. A. n Bk 
J;l l 

n i n ( n = z z :E 

k=1 ~;k ,k 

As for every k 1, ..• ,n and w
2 

E Bk the inequality Pk~ ~ is 
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valid for i 1, ••• ,n, i f k, r(b) satisfies the following inequal-

ity 

r( o) ~ ~ { ~ ( ~ JP. t:.. 
k . . J J 

=1 ~=1 J=1 A n B 
ifk jfi,k i k 

n n n 
L: L: L: 

k=1 i=1 k=1 

n 
L: 

k=1 
~ rp.t:. = r(o) • 

j=1 jJ J J 0 
jfk Bk 

n n 
L: L: 

j=1 i=1 
jrk 

This proves that o is the Bayes decision function. 
0 

Theerem (2.2) 

X.(w), i 1, .•. ,n, is a sequence of functions over the set Q with 
l. 

respective ranges the probability spaces (R.,~.,P.). 
~ ~ ~ 

There exists a cr-algebra fi: and a measure P on the sets of r;: so 

that (Q, ~ ,P) is a probability space and 

(a) 

(b) 

X.(w) is measurable with respect to ~ for i 
~ 

for every finite set of natural numbers T 

P{X.(w) E A., iET} 
l. ~ 

II P.A. , 
iET 1 1 

1' 2, • . . . 

E: ~ •• 
~ 

Consider the vector function X(w) (X ( w) , X ( w) , ••• ) wi th domain 
1 2 

00 

Q and range space (R ,~ ,P) = II (R.,~.,P.). 
00 00 00 i=1 l. ~ l. 

14 

00 

R = II R., yt 
00 

i=1 l. 



is the smallest cr-algebra containing the sets of the form 

II 
.€T 
l. 0 

A. x 
l. 

(T
0 

is a finite set of natural numbers)and P
00 

is the usual product meaaure. 

<1!:" -1~ -1 ( (fl':- ) Put r = X ~"-oo and P = X ~ then o,"...,P is a probability space 

such that every function Xi(w) is measurable with respect to ~. 

The equality mentioned under (b) is a trivial consequenoe of the 

properties of the product measure P
00

• 

This proves the theorem. 
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CHAPTER I I I 

ESTil'/IATION OF THE PROV.A:BILITY IN THE PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS 

III.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we shall consider finite subclasses K of the class 

of well-formed formulae of the propositional calculus. Every for-

mula of K is supposed to be written in a conjunctive normal form 

with k conjunction members, each consisting of n. (n. is a natural 
]. ]. 

number for i = 1, ••• ,k) negated or unnegated propos i tional vari-

ables. 

For these classes K we shall give a numerical salution of the fol-

lowing problems, viz., 

(a) the determination of the p:'robability that a formula F, se-

lected from K by the uniform probabili ty distribut ion, is 

provable. 

(b) for a given class K and a given real number e: > 0 we shall 

determine a natural number N(e:) < k such that a randomly se-

lected formula F will be estimated provable, wi th an error 

probabili ty smaller than e:, if n conjunction merobers of F, 

N(e:) < n ~ k, contain at least one propositional variable and 

i ts negation. 

III.2 Definitions and Preliminary Theorems 

In the following it is assumed that the basic probability space 

(b.l, ~, P) is selected in such a way that the sequence of functions 

Xijr(w), wE b.l, (i,j,r = 1,2, ... ) satisfies the following condi-

tions: 
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(i) X .. ( w), w E: Q, has as range the measure space (A: , ~ , P ) 
1Jr r r r 

with Ar = {A 1, ... ,Ar,Ä1, ... ,Ar}, Ai (i = 1, •.• ,r) is a pro-

pos i tional variable, ~ is the cr-alge bra of all subsets of 
r 

Ar and Pr{x} = 1/(2r) for all x E Ar. 

(ii) P{X .. (w)=o:p ••• ,X .. (w)=o:) = 1/(2r)m for m=1,2, ••• , 
1 1 J 1r 1mJmr m 

o:t E: Jtr; it and jt ( t ,;" 1, ••. ,m) are natural numbers such 

According to theorem (2. 2) i t is always possible to construct a 

probability space (Q,~,P) such that condition (ii) is fullfilled. 

Further it may be noted that in many cases the index r is suppres-

sed in the notations of this chapter. 

After these preliminary remarks we introduce by defini tion the 

following stochastic variables. 

Definition (3.1) 

(i) C. (w) = X. (w) V ••• V X. (w) 
J.r 21r m.r J. 

wE: Q, k,r = 1,2, •.. and n. is a natural number for i J. 

Definition (3.2) 

K(n
1 
,n

2
, ••• ,~,r) = {F : F = ~ ~i U iJ", U .. E: .A L , 

i=1 j=1 J.J r[ 

1' •.• 'k. 

K
0

(n
1

, ••• ,nk,r) = {F FE: K(n1, ••. ,nk,r) and w(F) = o} *), 

*) w is a function over the well-formed formulae of the proposi

tional calculus such that w(H) = (o) 2 iff H is (un)provable. 
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k,r = 1,2, ••• and n. is a natural number for i= 1,2, .•• ,k. 
l. 

Is is olear that the C. (w) are mutually independent stoohastic 
l.r 

variables with 

P{c. (w) == nj- U .l = P n~ {x .. r(w) = u.} = nJ 
l.r j=1 J J j=1 l.J J j=1 

P{ X. . ( w) = U . } 
l.Jr J 

for all uj € Jl-r (j = 1, ... ,n). 

<p(w : n
1

, ••• ,~,r) is a stochastic variable satisfying the relation 

{ 
k ni k { ni l n 

P<p(w:n
1

, ... ,~,r)= A V U .. l=P n C. (w)= V U.J. =1/(2r), 
i=1 j=1 l.J l i=1 l.r j=1 1 

n = n +n + ••• +n. and U .. € A. K(n
1

, ••• ,:n. ,r) is the range of 
1 2 .K l.J r .K 

<p(w: n
1

, ••• ,~,r). 

The .above results may be summarized as fellows: 

Theorem (3. 1) 

1 =--
(2rt 

wi th n = n 
1 

+ n
2 

+ ••• + ~. 

It is noted that in many cases the numbers n
1

, ••• ,nk and r are sup

pressed in the notation. 

Obviously a formula F belonging to the olass K(n
1

, ••• ,~,r), ni >2 

for i = 1, 2, ••• ,k, is provable if and only if every conjunction, 

which is called a subtableau according Beth (2), contains at least 

one propositional variable and its negation. 'Ihis fact is expreseed 

by stating that all subtableaux: of F are closed. 
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In conneetion wi th this remark the following theore91 is 

(note that for k = 1 and n n
1 

K(n
1

, ••• ,nk,r) is equal to K(n,r)): 

Theerem 

where 

N(n,r) 

Pro of 

r 
s(n,j).(r) .• 2j 

J 
*) 

The number of times that j of the propositional variables A
1

, ••• ,Ar 

( 1 ~ j ~ r) can be distributed over n places (such that every Ai 

really occurs) is equal to 

Each propos i tional variable Ai appearing in the dis tribution may 

be thus the total number of possible distributions 

is --.-;:-=..:.--:- ( :r:) • 2 j • 

+ - > 1 ""'" ";:. • m1 J m
1 

••• +mj-n'~ o, ~,J. '""'J 

Replacing n! (r) ( ) ( ) 
1 1 • by S n, j • r . 

m1 .... mj. J J 

(with (r). = j!.(:r:)) delivers the above result. 
J J 

Theorem (3" 3) 

p (n,r) *) decreases monotonously to zero for increas n. 

*) The natural numbers S (n, j) are knovm as S numbers of the 

second kind. See for the defini tion, the relations used in the 

proof of theorems (3.1) and (3.2) for example: C. Jordan- "Calculus 

of fini te differences", New York 1950. It is also noticed that 

N(n,r)/(2r)n is replaced by p(n,r) in the following. 
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In the proof we shall use the recurrent relation S(n+1,j) = 

= S(n,j-1) + j.S(n,j) and S(n,n) = 1; if wedefine S(n,j) = 0 for 

j = O,n + 1, then the recurrent re lation is valid for n = 1, 2, ••• 

and j = 1,2, ••• ,n+1. 

If we wri te S (n, j) = jn /j!. ( 1 + enj), then the asymptotic character 

of S(n,j) for large n follows from lim e . = o. This implies that: 
n-+co nJ 

r .n 1 lim N(n,r)/(2r)n = lim Z ~ (1 +e .).(r) .• -- = 0. 
. J· nJ J (2r)n n -co n _,.oo J=1 

The monotony follows from: 

p(n+1,r) ~ S (n + 1, j) ( ) j 

(2r)
n+1 r j • 2 

j=1 
(u= min(n+1 1r)) 

~ S (n, j-1) • (r) . , 2 j + ~ S (n, j) . (r) .• 2 j. j 
j=1 (2r)n+1 J j=1 (2r)n+1 J 

- s(n,u) . (r) .2u+1 
(2r)n+1 u+1 

< ~ S(n,j) • (r) .• 2j • 
j=1 (2r)n J 

p(n+1,r) <p(n,r). 

Theorem (3.4) 

lim p (n,r) = 1 • 
r-co 
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Pro of 

lim p(n,r) = lim 
n (r) .2j 
E S(n,j). = S(n,n)=1. 

(2r)n r-..oo r-oo 

The trivial deoision procedure for a formula F belonging to the 

subclass K(n
1

, ••• ,~,r) (kis not necessarily equal to one) is the 

inspeetion for a closure of every subtableau. In order to avoid 

classes without provable forlllUlae er disjunction membere consisting 

of one propos i tional variable we shall frequently assume ;;;. 2 

for i 1, 2, ••• ,k. This means, if F is selected at random from 

K(n , •.• ,~,r) by the uniform distribution, that the values of the 

stochast ie variables X .. ( w), j = 1, ••• 
lJ 

of the subtableau ei (w), 

i 1, ... ,k are inspected for a closure. The procedure may be al-

tered in such a way, that not all the values of the stochastic 

variables X .. (w) of the subtableau 
1J 

(w) are inspected but only 

the first s. (2 ";_:; s. ";_:; n.; i= 1, ... ,k), For this case the length 
1 1 1 

of the stochastic proof of the unprovability will be defined. 

Tiefinitien 

(a) For every given sequence of natural numbers ni (i 

the functions C! (w) are defined by: 1r 

C! (w) 
1r (w) ' 

1 ' 2, ••• ) 

w E: Q, i,r 1, 2, ..• , and si is a sequence of natural numbers 

satisfying the inequality for all i. 

(b) The function t(w), wE: Q, called the lengthof the stochastic 

proef of unprovability of the value of ~(w: n
1

, ••• ,~,r), is 
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determined by: 

m-1 ) 
{.t(w)=m} = n {w(C!(w))=2} n {w(C 1 (w))=O}, * . ~ m 

~=1 

m is a na tu.ral number wi th 1 ."; m < k. 

III.3 

The Probability Distribution P{.t(w)=m I w(çp(w :n1, •.• ,~,r)) = o} 

Definition (3.4) 

k k 
Pk = TI (1-p(n.,r)), Pk = TI (1-p(s .,r)) 

j=1 J J 

for k and r natural numbers. 

Theorem (3.1) statea that a random selection of a well-formed for

mula from the subclass K(n
1

, ••• ,~,r) is made by using the uniform 

diatribution. Theorem (3.5) gives the probability that such a choice 

is a provable well-formed formula. 

Theorem (3.5) 

Proof 

The proof easily fellows from the fact that 

*) {w(CI(w)) = 2} = ~ 
w(U1 V ••• V U8 i)=2 

UjEA-, 1<j.";si 

{w(C!(w)) = 0} = {w(C!(w)) = 2}0 • 
~ ~ 
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k 
P{~(w: n

1
, ••• ,~,r) € K

2
(n

1
, ••• ,~,r)} = P .n {w(c1r(w)) = 2} ~ 

~=1 

k 
= TI 

i=1 

Theorem (3.6) 

P{w(C. (w)) = 2} 
J.r 

k 
TI (1-p(n.,r)) = Pk 

i=1 J. 

P{t(w) = m I w(~(w : n
1

, ••• ,11c,r)) = o} == 

( 
p(nm,r)) pk 

1- 1- ( ) .-p p s ,r 
= P' 1 .p(s ,r) • 1 ; m m- · m - k 

P.roof 

*) 

Using the fact that the C! (w) are mutually independent stochastic 
J. 

variables, we find: 

P{t(w)=m} = P{t(w)=m &w(rp(w))=2} + P{t(w)=m &w(cp(w))=ü} 

or 

This delivers 

P{t(w) =mI w(~(w : n
1 

, ••• ,~,r)) o} = 

= P~-1 .p(sm,r) • 

1 - ( 1 - --;-!!!.-""'C" 

The conditional expectation Ek{t(w)} is defined as: 
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k 
Ek{.e(w)} = E j.P{.e(w) = j I w(cp(w: n

1
, ••• ,~,r)) = o}. 

j=1 

Theorem (3.7) 

If r is a f'ixed natura.l number and si and n1 (i = 1, 2, ••• ) are giv

en aequences of natural numbers satisfying the inequalities 

2<s
0 
~si ~s, 2~~ ~n and si~~ for i= 1,2, ••• , then 

lim Ek{.e(w)} exists and satisfies the relation: 
k-+CO 

P.roof 

From the definition of Pk it follows that P
1 

,P
2

, ••• is increasing. 

Using n. ~ n, we get lim P. = 0. This 
~ j .... co J 

( 
P(nj,r)) Pk 

theorem (3.3) imply 1- P(s .,r) • P:" ~ 1 
J J 

• 1 
~(1-p(s,r))J-, so that: 

remark and the resul t of 

j-1 
and Pt = II (1- p(s1 ,r) < 

J-t i=1 

( 
p(nj.r)) Pk 

1- 1- ( ) ·-ps.,r P . 
. pt ( ) J J J• . 1•P s.,r • 1 E 

J- J - k 

p(so ,r) 1 
~ . T:'P 

l(s,r) 1 
for k = 1, 2, •••• 
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From this result and from the definition of Ek{t(w)} it follows 

that Ek {t(w)} is increaaing and bounded, so that lim Ek{t(w)} ex
k-+oo 

ists. 
p(so ,r) 1 

By taking the limit of the ine quali ty Ek { t ( w)} os; 
2 

• 1 _ pk ' 
· p (s,r) 

the right hand side of the relation of theorem (3.4) haa been 

proved. 

The left hand side is provedas follows: 

( 
Ptj'r)) Pk 

1- 1- ) • k ps.,r P. 
=I: j.P~ 1 .p(s.,r)· 1 ~ J 

J- J - k j=1 

( 
p(n.,r)) 

1 1 ,] 
k - -p(s.,r) 

~ I: j.P! .p(s .,r) • 1 p J 
J-1 J - k 

_ p(n,r) • ! . r.1 ( ) )j-1 
-1-P .L.J J.,-pso,r 

k J=1 

Corollary (3.1) 

Under the eonditions of theorem (3.7) 

(i) and si= ni = n for all i= 1,2, ••. , lim Ek{t(w)} 1/p(n,r). 
k-oo 

(ii) there exiets for every positive real number e: a real number 
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N, so that for k > N: 

Pro of 

(i) is a simple conolusion from the proof of theorem (3.4). Part 

( ii) is proved as f ollows : 

1 p(so,r) 
--....;--"'---
1-P.k 2( ) p s,r 

1 ....; 

1- (1-p(n,r))k 

p(s
0
,r) 

<---
p(s

0 
,r) 

+ • (1-p(n,r)l 

p2(s,r) l(s,r) 1- (1-p(n,r)) 
k • 

The seoond term of the right hand side is smaller than E: ( E: > 0) 
p(s

0
,r) 

if and only if k > log(a!e)/log(1-p(n,r)), a=--=--
p2 (s,r) 

This proves the corollary. 

III.4 The Estimation Procedure 

In this section a formal description of the estimation procedure 

will be given by introduc:inga stochastic variable h (w: s , •.. ,s ,r ). m 1 m 

The definitian of this measurable function reads: 

Definition (3.5) 

The function hm(w s
1

, ••• ,sm,r ), w E 0, m a natural number, is 
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defined as 

{h (w s , ... ,s ,r) = 2} 
m 1 m 

m 
n {w(C!(w))=2} 

i=1 J. 

*) 

w € Q, k = 1,2, •.• , 1 ~ m ~ k. 

From the definition of the functions C!(w), i=1, ... ,k, it follows 
J. 

that h (w) is a stochastio variable; the probability distribution m 

may be deduoed from the definitions (3.1) till (3.4). 

The purpose of the statistioal procedure is the estimation of the 

provability of the value of the stoohastio variable <:p(w : n
1

, ••• ,~,r) 

by means of the value of the stochastic variable h (w). m 

If there exists a natural number i (1 ~i ~ k) suoh that n. = 1, o o :1.0 
then the class K(n

1
, ••• ,~,r) oontains only unprovable formulae; 

in this oase olearly every well-formed formula belonging to K is 

estimated to be unprovable without any sampling. 

The estimation procedure H is defined as follows: 
m 

Definition 

hm(w: s
1

, ••• ,sm,r) 0, then the value of <:p(w: n
1

, ••• ,nk,r) is 

estimated to be unprovable, 

h (w 
. m 

2, then the value of <:p (w : n
1 

, ••• ,~,r) is 

estimated to be provable. 

*) The sequenoe of natural numbers s. satisfies for i= 1, ••• ,m the 
J. 

inequality s. ~ n. (see also definition (3.3)). As the numbers 
J. J. 

s
1

, ••• ,sm are supposed to be given, the funotion defined here will 

often be notated as h (w). 
m 
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In case one uses procedure H for esti.ma,ting the (un)provability m 

of the value of cp(w : n
1
,, •• ,nk,r ), then the error-probability 

q(H ,r) reads: 
m 

q(H ,r) = P{h (w:s , ... ,s ,r) = 0 &w(cp(w:n
1

, ••• ,n. ,r)) 2} + m m 1 m K 

for m. = 1, •.• ,k. 

If s.=n.fori=1, ... ,k then P(h (w)=O&w(cp(w:n , ••• ,n.,r))=2)=0 
~ ~ m 1 K 

for every m = 1, ••• ,k. 

Theerem (3.8) 

If the (un)provability of the value of the stocha.stic variable 

cp(w: n
1

, ... ,~,r) is estimated on the basis of the value of the 

stochastic variabie h (w s" ... ,s ,r), w E C, n. ;;;. s. ;;;. 2 for m 1 m ~ J. 

i = 1, 2, ••• ,m, n. ;;;. 2 for j = m + 1, ••. ,k, according to the proce
J 

dure Hm and if Pk- Pk < 1 - Pk *), then there existe a natural num-

ber m
0 
~ k such that the procedure Hm is Bayes for m m

0
, ••• ,k. 

Proof 

Apply theorem (2,1) with Q
2 

= {0,2}, Q
3 

K(n
1

, ... ,nk1r), d1 = 

= K
0

(n
1

, ... ,~,r), d
2 = K

2
(n

1
, ••• ,~,r). 

~2 and rp:
3 

are the a-algebras of all subsets of respectively 0
2 

*) The inequality expresses, that the error probability q(~,r) 
( = Pk- Pk) is smaller than 1 - Pk; Pk ( or 1 - Pk) is the error pro

bability in case every value of g(w) is estimated unprovable (or 

provable). So the condition on Pk is quite reasonable. 
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and Q
3

• The probability densities ~ (u) and t (u), u E Q , are 
1 2 2 

equal to 

(3.1) 
P{h (w) =u I ~(w : n , •.. ,~ ,r) E d1

} 

( ) m 1 k 
~1 u = P{h (w) = u} 

m 

().2) 
u E { O, 2}; 

The Bayes decision function o is determined by the Bayes regions 

B
1 

and B
2 

(B
1 

and B
2 

are respectively determined by the inequal

i ties p
2 
~2 (u) < p

1 
~ 1 (u) and p

1 
~ 1 (u) .;:; p

2 
~2 (u), see theerem (2.1) ); 

B
1 

and B
2 

are equal to {o} and {2} respectively, if and only if 

p ~ ( 0) > p ~ ( 0) and p ~ ( 2) ~ p ~ ( 2) • 
1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 

Employing the definitions of hm(w) and ~(w) it is easy to see that 

P{h (w) = 2 & ~(w) E d2
} = À .Pk , m m 

P{ h ( w) = 2 & ~ ( w) E d 1 
} = À ( P - Pk) , m m m 

À = P' I p • m m m 

Thus B
1 

= { o} and B
2 

= { 2} if and only if: 

(). 7) P{ hm ( w) = o & ~ ( w) E a2
} < P{ ~ ( w) = o & ~ ( w) E a 1 

} , 

(3.8) P{~(w) = 2 & ~(w) E d2
} ~ P{~(w) == 2 & ~(w) E d1

} , 
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or 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

If we put m = k (3.9) goesover into the given inequality Pk-Pk < 

< 1- Pk and (3.10) beoomes Pk ;;;. 0, whioh is trivial. So there ex

iets a natural number m
1 

,.;; k suoh that for m = m
1 

,m
1 

+ 1, ••• ,k in

equality (3.9) is satisfied and similarly there exista a natural 

number m
2 

E;k suoh that for m = m
2

,m
2 

+1, ••• ,k inequality (3.10) 

is satisfied. 

Taking m
0 

= max(m
1 

,m
2
), we find that the estimation procedure Hm 

is Bayes for m m
0

,m
0 

+ 1, ••• ,k • 

It is remarked that for 0 < .;;;i inequality (3.9) is satisfied 

for m = 1, ••• ,k because 2.Pk(1- À ) .;;; 1- À < 1- À .P whioh im-m m m m 

plies (3.9); in this case H is Bayes for m = m , ••• ,k. 
m 

Acoording to (3.4) and (3.5) the error probability reads: 

q(H ,r) = Pk(1- À) +À (P -Pk) = Pk- À (2Pk- P). m m m m m m 

Using (3.9) and (3.10) we get respectively: 

-À (P - Pk) + À (P - Pk) m m m m 

Pk( 1- À ) + À (P - Pk) .;;; Pk( 1 - À ) + À • m m m m m 

Thus for m = m
0

,m
0 

+ 1, ••• ,k we have found: 



CHAPTER IV 

TEE ESTIMA.TION OF PROVABILITY IN THE FIRST ORDER PREDICATE CALCULUS 

IV.1 Introduotory remarks 

In most computer programmes of proof procedures for the first order 

predicate calculus a form of Herbrand's theorem is used. The ver-

sion, whioh will be used in this chapter, reads: 

There exists a construction which assigns to every well-formed 

formula F of the first order predicate calculus a sequence of 

well-formed formulae of the propositional calculus s1,s2, •.. , with 

the following property: F is provable ,if and only if there is a 

natural number n such that S 1 V S 2 V ••• V Sn is provable. The Si 

(i= 1,2, ••• ) are the substitution instanoes of F. 

The construction of the S. will be illuminated for a well-formed 
~ 

formula F in prenex normal form, viz., (y) (u)A(x,y, z,u). We 

transform this formula into the form (Ex)(Ez)A(x,f(x),z,g(x,z)), 

where f(x) and g(x,z) are Herbrand functors. The set D of iterated 

function words, formed with the functors f(x), g(x,z) and the in

dividual1, consiste oftheelements 1,f(1),g(1,1),f(f(1)),f(g(1,1)), 

g(1,f(1)),g(1,g(1,1)),g(f(1),1), .••• 

In order to construct the substitution instanoes of F, we replace 

x and z in A(x,f(x),z,g(x,z)) by elements of D; examples of sub

s ti tution instanoes are: A(1 ,f ( 1), 1, g( 1, 1)) ,A( 1 ,f ( 1) ,f ( 1), g( 1 ,f ( 1 ) ) , -

A(1,f(1),g(1,1),g(1,g(1,1)),A(f(1),f(f(1)),1,g(f(1),1)) etc. One 

may, if desired, abbreviate the expressions in the set D numbers 

according to some convenient scheme.. If one adopts this policy, 
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the above sequence of substitution instanoes might look like thia: 

A(1,2, 1,,3),A(1,2,2,6),A(1,2,3,7),A(2,4, 1,8) etc. 

By considering, for every predicate P occurring in A(x,y,z,u), 

P(1,1),P(2,1) etc. as different propositional variables, the sub-

stitution instanoes of F beoome well-formed formulae of the propo-

sitional calculus. 

Herbrand 's theorem suggests the following proof procedure: genera te 

the substitution instanoes of a given well-formed formula F in 

such a way that, befare introducing the element k + 1 of D, all 

possible substitution instanoes of F with the elements 1, 2, ••• ,k 

have been generated. At the same time the disjunctions D = S , 
1 1 

D = S V S , etc., are tested for provability until a provable 
2 1 2 

disjunction Dn .is found; the order of the enumeration of the Si is 

the order of their generation. 

See for a description of this procedure in terms of semantic tab-

leaux Beth ( 3) • 

Davis and Putnam (7) for example formulate the above mentioned 

procedure as a refutation procedure. See also Quine (15). 

Straightforward programmes constructed along the linea indicated 

here, have been developed by Gilmore (8) and Prawitz (14) for ex-

ample; but for rather simple well-formed formulae of the predicate 

calculus, both programmes proved to be unfeaaible. 

See for more detailed referenoes Chapter I and Appendix I. 

It is well-known that the main defect of these programmes is the 

redundant generation of the substitution instanoes of F. 

In the present chapter we propose to select the substi tution in-
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stances by a chance mechanism. If the well-formed forrrrula F is also 

selected at random, thenF is estimated (un)provable if Dn is (un)

provable (n is fixed before starting the procedure). 

It will be shown that there exists a Bayes decision function b 

which coincides with the above procedure for n enough. In 

the final sectien of this chapter we will give a variant of the 

estimation procedure. 

IV.2 The Stochastic Equivalent of Herbrend's Theorem 

In order to give a formal description of the .estimation procedure 

we introduce, besides the basic space Q, the probability spaces 

('Dt,r<:, ) and (X.(F),~.(F),P.(F)) for i= 1, .... (11,~ ,P) is 
0 ~ l l 0 0 

a probability space, where 1t *) is a subclass of the class of well-

formed formulae of the first order predicate calculus, ~ 
0 

is the 

cr- of all subsets of 11. and P satisfies the relation 
0 

P {u} t} 0 for all u E 11. 
0 

(X.(F),f.(F),P.(F)), FE 1't and i= 1,2, ••• , is a probability 
~ ~ l 

space, where X. (F) is the set of all possible i-disjunctions of 
~ 

the substi tution instanoes of F ( the numbering of i ts elements is 

ar bi trary but given); 1. (F) is the cr-algebra of all subsets of 
~ 

X. (F) and the probability P. (F) satisfies the relation P. (F){v} ,lo 
~ l ~ 

for all v E X. (F). 
~ 

According to theorem (2.2) we can extend the basic space Q to a 

*) It is assumed that n oontains only formulae with an infinite 

sequence of substitution instances. 



probability space (Q, ~ ,P) such that there exist, for fixed s, 

functions g(w) and fijF(w) meeting the following requirements: 

(i) g(w), wE Q, has as range the probability space (1l,:ft
0

,P
0

) 

with P{g(w) E B} = PB for all B E ~ • 
0 0 

(ii) f. ·p ( w), i = 1, 2, ••• , j = 1, ••• , s, F E 'd'!, w E Q, has as range 
~J 

the probability space (X. (F),F. (F),P. (F)) with P{f .. F(w) EA} = 
~ l. ~ l.J 

= P.A for all A E 'f.. (F). 
l. l. 

(iii) The functions g(w) and f .. F(w) are mutually independent sto
J.J 

chastic variables (with respect to 1L). 
In the following we shall take (Q,~,P) as the basic probability 

space. In case F is a fixed element of ~' we shall sametimes sup-

press the index F in the notation of the funotions (w) and in 

the notatien of functions to be introduced. 

Tiefinitien (4.1) 

(a) The sequence of vector functions 

fiF(w) = (fi 1F(w), ••• ,fisF(w)), wE Q, i= 1,2, ••• ,n, 

s 
with respective range spaces TI (X.(F),%.(F),P.(F))t, is 

t=1 ~ ~ ~ 

called a sample of length n with respect to F (F E ~). 

(b) The function w (u), where u= (u , ••• ,u) with u. E X.(F) for 
s 1 s J ~ 

j=1,2, ••• ,s, is defined for all i=1,2, ... and FE 11. as: 

iff w(uj) = 0 *) for j = 1, ••• ,s, 

iff there exists at least one natural number i
0

, 

1 ~i ~ s, such that w(ui ) = 2. 
0 0 

*) w is a function over the well-formed formulae of the proposi

tional calculus such that w(H) = (o) 2 means H is' (un)provable. 
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This definition implies that the functions f 
1
F(w) ,f

2
F(w), ••• '~F(w) 

are mutually independent stochastic variables with 

s 
P{fiF(w) = u} = P n {f .. F(w) = u.} 

j=1 l.J J 

~d s 
u=(u

1
, ••• ,u)E: II(X.(F))t; 

s t=1 J. 

the sameremark applies to the functions w (f.(w)), ••• ,w (f.(w)) s J. s J. 

with 

s 
P{w (fiF(w)) = o} = P n {w(f .. F(w)) = o} 

s j=1 l.J 

Definition 

The funotion ~(w), wE Q, defined as: 

m-1 

s 
II P{w(fijF(w)) 

j=1 

{~(w)=m} = {ws(fmF(w))=2} n .n {ws(fiF(w))=O} 
J.=1 

o}. 

for m 1,2, ••• ~dF E 11, is called the lengthof the stochastio 

proof of F. 

We shall make the convention that oo is larger th~ every natural 

number; this me~ that the set· {-eF(w) > m} also contains the w 

for which tF(w) = CIO. 

The essence of theorem (4.1) is the statement P{~F(w) = oo} = 0. 

Theorem (4. 1) 

If F, F E 71, is a provab:te well-formed formula ·~d P satisfies 
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the ine quali ty 

(4.1) P{w(f.;jF(w) == 2} ~ P{w(f.+ (w) = 2} 
1 1 1 

for i 1,2, ••• and j = 1, ••• ,s, then the lengthof the stochastic 

proof of F is finite with probability one. 

Pro of 

According to the theorem of Herbrand, there exists a natural number 

r such that X (F) contains at least one provable r-disjunction; 
r 

this P{w(f .(w)) = 2} > 0 for j = 1, ••• ,s. 
rJ 

Take P{w(f .(w)) = 2} == À (À is independent of j). 
rJ 

As a consequence of the above mentioned inequali ty we can wri te: 

m s 
P{t(w) > m} ~ n P{w (f.(w)) = o} 

i=1 s 1 

m 
ll ll P{w(f. . (w)) = 0} 

i==1 j=1 1 J 

~ ( 1 _,)s(m-r+1) f 1 " or m = r,r + , •••• 

theorem. 

Theerem 

Under the assumptions of theorem (4.1) E{~(w)} is finite for all 

t 1 ' 2, • • • • 

00 

2:: mt.P{-ZF(w) = m}; the of the inequali ty 
m=1 

P{tF (w) = m} ~ ( 1 - À)8 (m-r) for m = r + 1 ,r + 2, ... and the conver-

00 

m t ( 1 - À) 8 (m-r) implies the converganee gence of the series 
m=r+1 
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co 

of the series I: m t. P{ .eF ( w) = m } • 
m=1 

IV.4 The Bayes P.roperty 

In order to prove the Bayes proparty of the estimation procedure 

we shall formalize the procedure by a statistical deoision function 

and adopt theerem (2.1) to the problem at hand. 

Definition (4.3) 

(a) The funotions hn(w) on Q are defined by: 

h (w) 
n wE: Q, n 1,2, •••• 

(b) The sequence of funotions f. ( )(w), wE: Q, i= 1,2, ••• ,n, is 
~g w 

called a sample of length n with respect to g(w). 

The functions hn(w) and fig(w)(w) can be rewritten respeotively as 

h (w) = ·I: I{ ( )="'} (w) • ( ~ w (fiF(w) )) 
n F E: ll'l g w .., i=1 s 

and 

f. ( ) (w) = I: I{ ( )-"'} (w) .fiF(w) ; 
~g w F E: rtt g w _.., 

this shows that the functions introduoed are stochastio variables. 

The range spaces of h (w) and f. ( ) (w) are respectively (N , r,) n ~gw n 0 

and ( U ~ (X.(F))t' r.'); Nn = {0,2, ••• ,2n}, "e is the cr-alge-
F E 'tL t=1 ~ 0 ~ 

bra of all the subsets of Nn' 
s 

of u rr (x. (F) \· 
FE '((t t=1 ~ 

~~ . 

0 is the cr-algebra of all subsets 
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The class 11, , used in the formulation of the 
2 

theorem, 

is defined as: 1l
2 

= {F : F E: O'l and F is provable}. 

Theorem 

If P{g(w) E ''0\} =p, 0 < p < 1, f 1g(w)(w), ••• ,fng(w)(w) is a sample 

of length n with respect to g(w) and if P satisfies condition 

( 4. 1 ) , then there exis ts f or every re al number a , 0 < a < 1, a 

natural number N such that the decision function ö, determined by 

the estimation procedure: 

h (w) f 0 then the value of g(w) is estimated provable, 
n 

h (w) = 0 then the value of g(w) is estimated unprovable, 
n 

is Bayes and such that the error probabili ty is smaller than a, 

for n > N. 

Pro of 

Put forthespaces (Q 1 ,~ 1 ,P), (Q2 ,~2 ) and (Q
3
,:R:) of theerem 

(2.1) respectively (Q,<f'=,P), (Nn' tt) and (1(,.r.;::
0

). The functions 

hn(w) and g(w) play the role of the functions h(w
1

) and g(w
1

) in 

theerem (2.1); d
1 = '0'1 \11

2 
and d

2 
= 11.

2
• The probability densities 

~t(x), t = 1,2, x E , are equal to 

~t (x). 
P{h (w) = x I g(w) E dt} 

n 
P{hn(w) =x} 

Herbrand's theorem that all dis of substi tution 

instanoes of an unprovable formula are also unprovable; this de-

livers for t = 1: 

f or x E: Nn \ { 0} , 

for x = 0. 
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The partition B
1

,B
2

, determining the Bayes decision function, co

incides with the partition {o}, Nn \ {o} if we have: 

(1-p)~ (o) > p.~ (o) 
1 2 

(p
2 

equals p), 

The last condition is trivially satisfied for all x> 0; the first 

inequality is satisfied if: 

P{h (w) = 0 I g(w) E d2
} < 1 -

n P 

1t contains at most a denumerably infini te number of elements, so 

P{h (w) = 0 I g(w) E d
2

} n 
1 

l: P{ h ( w) = 0 I g( w) = F} • p g( w) = F 
p FE: d2 n 

From theorem (4.1) it follows that lim P{~(w) > n} = 0; applying 
n-oo 

this result to the inequality ~ P{~(w)>n};:;. P{~(w)>n I g(w) =F} 

delivers lim P{~(w) > n I g(w) = F} = O. 
n-oo 

This fact, combined with the remarks that Z P{g(w)= F} =pand 
F E1t2 

that all measures .involved are smaller than 1, implies: 

lim P{h (w) = 0 I g(w) E d 2
} = 0 • 

h-+oo n 

The error probability 

P(({h (w) = 0} n {g(w) E d2
}) U ({h (w) > ü} n {g(w) E d2 })) 

n n 

is equal to P{h (w) = 0 I g(w) E d2 }.p; so there exists a real 
n 
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number N, such that for all n > N P{h (w) = 0 I g(w) E: d2}.p < 
n 

<min( a, 1-p). 

Corollary (4.1) 

The Bayes estimation method determined by the decision function ó 

of theorem (4.3) is asymptotically good if n runs to infinity. 

IV.4 A Variant of the Estimation Method 

For the description of a variant of the estimation method mentioned 

insection IV.3, we introduce the sets X.(F,N). 
1 

Definition (4.4) 

(i) X
1

(F,N) = {S
1

, ••• ,sN}' FE 11., N = 1,2, •••• 

(ii)X.(F,M)={D:D=S v ••• vs ,a
1
,a

2
, ••• ,a. are natural 

1 a 1 ai 1 

numbers satisfying the inequali ty 1 E:; a
1 

< a
2 

< 

< ... < ai E:; M} , 

M = i, i + 1 , .. • and i = 2, 3, .. • • 

In a similar way as in section IV. 2, we introduce the functions 

g(w), f . . F(w), fiF(w), IF(w), h (w), f. ( )(w) and a basic proba-1J n 1g w 

bility space (Q,~,P). 

The introduetion or definition of these functions is obtained by 

placing a stroke above the functions fiJ'F(w), fiF(w), ..eF(w), hn(w), 

f ( ) (w) and by substituting for X. (F) and P. (F) respeotively ig w . 1 1 

X (F,N.) and 
1
/(Ni). in the oorreeponding introduetion or defini-

ri 1 ri 
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tion of the foregoing sections of this chapter. The natural numbera 

r. and N. (i 
~ ~ 

1,2, ••• ) are selected in such a way, that they aat-

00 

isfytheconditions: r . .J...>r., N.>r. (r
1 

==1) and I: 
~'I ~ ~ ~ i=1 

In the following the sequence (ri,Ni) (i 1,2, •.• ) will be called 

the sampling plan. The function g(w) keeps the same meaning as in 

the foregoing sections. 

'lbeorem (4·4Î 

If F is a provable well-formed formula, F E 11, then the length of 

the stoabastic proof of F is finite with probability one. 

Proof 

As F is provable there exists .a natural number i , suoh that 
0 

X (F,N. ) contains at least one provable -disjunction. This 
r. J.o J.o 

implies: P{w(f. iF(w))==2} 
l.J 

~a. (a.= (Ni)-
1

) for i= i ,i +1, ... , 
1. 1 r. · o o 

1. 

j = 1, •.• ,s, or 

m 
P{~(w) > m} ~ TI 

i=1 

00 

The di vergsnee of the series I: 
i=1 

which implies lim P{JF(w) > m} = 0. 
m-+oo 

brings on 
00 

TI ( 1 -a. )s = û, 
J. 

Theorem (4.3) and corollary (4.1 ), except that the assumption of 

the validi ty of condition (4.1) has to be omi tted, are also valid 

for the variant disoussed. The proofs remain the same, except that 

the "stroke convention11 mentioned at the beginning of this section 

has to be applied and the validity of theorem (4.4), instead of 
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theerem (4.1), has to be accepted. Theorem (4.4) can also easily 

be proved for the variant. 

IV.5 Statistica as an Reuristic Aid in Theorem Proving 

If F (F E 6'1.) is a given form:ula, 'then it is still possible to 

employ a random device for the selection of the substitution in-

stanoes of F. For the formal description of this select~on we use 

the function h~(w) = .=?'" . ws(fiF(w)); i 1 , ... ,in are natural 
~=1.1 ' · · • '~n 

numbers satisfying the relation 1 "..:; i
1 

< i
2 

< ••• < in. 

Wi th respect to the gi ven f orm:ula F we introduce the hypethes is 

H. (F), where i is equal to one of the numbers i
1 

, ••• , i ; H. (F) 
l.o o n ~o 

means: the set X (F ,N. ) contains at least one provable r. -dis-
~ ~ ~ 0 

junction. 

The probabili ty P l :::;> . w
8 

(ftF (w)) = 0 l (i0 E {i1 , ... , in}) 
t=~1'''''~n 

t ~· l.o 
satisfies, under the assumption that the hypothesis H. (F) is valid, 

l.o 
the inequali ty 

wE Q, 

~t can be rewritten as (:)(:: :)/(!), with N = Nt' n = rt' M = x = 

= k = r 1 ; this shows that ~t IrJB:Y be approximated in the same way 
0 

as the hypergeometrie distribution. 
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The a.bove inequa.lity sta.tes, if the va.lue of :::::> w
8

(fJs»)) 
t=i

1
, ••• ,in 

t;>i 
0 

is zero, that hypdthesis Hi (F) ma;y be rejected with a risk proba
o 

bili ty (probabili ty of an error of the first kind) smaller than 

I I C 1 -~t)s. 
t=i1, ••• ,in 

t ;;l!>' J.o 

If the value of htiF(w) is equa.l to zero, then the outcome of the 

sta.tistical experiment may be used as an heuristic aid for the 

determination of the b sets JS... (F,N1 ), ..• ,X (F,N. ) 
in+! n+1 rin-fb J.n+b 

(from which the next b random selections are to be made) and the 

hypothesis H. (F), i € {in ..... , ••• , in-fi), to be tested next. . J.
0 

o . , 

The described procedure may be thought of as follows: all functions 

w
8

(fiF(w)), i= 1,2, ••• , have got their values. The values of the 

functions ws(fi F(w)), •.• ,ws(fi F(w)) are inspected. If at least 
1 n 

one of these values is equa~ to 2, then we have found that F is 

provable and the inspeetion :i,s stopped; if all these values are 

equal to zero, or equivalently htilr(w) is equal to zero, then it is 

decided which functions w (f i F(w) ), ••• ,ws (f i F(w)) are to be 
8 n+1 n-fb 

inspected at the next step etc. 

It is easily seen that for the proposed method the ana.logue of 

theorem (4.4) oa.n be proved (provided that the definition of the 

funotion ~(w) is trivia.lly a.dapted to the method at hand). 

The process forthe generation of finite sequences of sets X.(F,N.), 
l. l. 

a.nd the simula.tion procesa of the random selection by the genera-

ti on of pseudo-random numbera, both terminate af ter· a fini te number 



of steps. This implies that the proposed method for the stoohastio 

selection of the substitution instanoes of F may be used in com

puter programmes of proof procedures for the first order predicate 

calculus. 

It is also remarked that similar procedures may be used as an heu

ristic aid in more sophisticated proof procedures. 
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GRAPTER V 

SOME REMARKS ON TEE USE OF A SIMPIE STATISTICAL METHOD IN A PROOF 

PROCEDURE FOR FORMULAE BELONGING TO THE SUBCLASS (x)(Ey) (z) 

v.1 Introduetion 

It is a well known faot that á number of subclasses of the predi-

cate calculus is decidable. 

In most cases it is shown that F is provable if and only if a oer-

tain well-formed formula belonging to the propositional calculus 

is provable or if F is provable in a certain fini te domain. The 

number of elements of such a domain is mostly so large, that the 

decision method is only of theoretical importance. See for example 

Ackermann (1). A more feasible result of Church in conneetion with 

the case (x)(Ey)(z) will be formulated in theorem. (5.1 ). For a 

proof we refer to Church (6). 

Theorem (5.1) (Church) 

If F is a well-formed formula belonging to the subclass (x) (Ey) (z) 

with a matrix M(x,y,z), oontaining no free variables other than x, 

y and z, then F is provable if and only if the disjunction dNF i. 

provable. N 
"i' V M( 1 , j, j + 1 ) , 

j=1 

where 'J is the sum of the weights *) of the different predicates 

*) The weight of an n-ary predicate A is equal to the riumber of 

different formulae of the form A(u
1

, ••• , un) occurring as elementary 

partsin M(x,y,z), with the exception of A(v, ••• ,v) which will not 

be counted. 



that appear inF. 

Using the atatistioal procedure explained in this chapter, we need 

the following lemma: 

Lemma (5. 1) 

If M(:x:,y, z) is the ma.tri:x: of a well-formed formula satisfying the 
k 

conditions of theerem (5.1) and M(:x:,y,z) = A D. (:x:,y,z), D. (:x:,y,z) 
i=1 ~ ~ 

is a disjunction of negated and unnegated predicates, then 

N 
~=.A .v Df( .)(1,j,j +1) , 

f J=1 J 

fis afunctionfrom {1, ••• ,N} into {1, ••• ,k}. 

The proof is an easy application of the distributive law. 
N 

The disjunctions .~ 1 Df(j) ( 1, j, j + 1) ( the subtableau:x: of ~) are 

abbreviated by TF~f). 
We introduce for a gi·ven basic spaoe Q, a given well-formed formula 

k 
F == (:x:)(Ey)(z) A D

1
(:x:,y,z) and for a fi:x:ed natural number s, a 

1=1 
function <p (oo) on Q with range 'lL F == {u : u = {f1, ••• ,f } , f. s s s ~ 

(i= 1, ••• ,s) are different funotions from {1, ••• ,N} into { 1, ••• ,k} }. 

According to theorem (2.2) there e:x:ists a probability spaoe (g,~,P) 

such that P{<p
8

(oo)==u} = 1/(=) for u € tLsF; m=kN, mis the number 

of different· functions f, and N is the number defined in theorem 

V.2 Applications of the Estimation procedure 

In theerem (5.2) a value u= {r
1

, ••• ,f
8

} of <p
8
F(oo) will be called 
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a sample of length s wi th respect to F; the subtableaux TF (f 
1 

) , 

••• ,TF(f
6

) are the subtableaux determined by this value. 

Theerem (5.2) 

k 
F = (x)(Ey)(z) A D.(x,y,z) is a given well-formed formula. If the 

i=1 l. 

subtableaux determined by a sample of length s wi th respect to F 

are all closed, then formula F is estimated provable with a risk 

probability smaller than ~ • 
m 

H
0 

(F) is the hypothesis that dNF has at least one subtableau which 

is not closed. 

The risk probability q(H
0

(F)) satisfies, under the assumption that 

H
0

(F) is valid, the following relation: 

q(H (F))=P{qJ (w)={f , ..• ,f }andTF(f.)isclosedfori=1,2, ••• ,s} 
0 s 1 s l. 

where TF(f
0
), according to the hypothesis 

subtableau. 

m-s =--m 

(F), is a non-closed 

The probability of an error of the second kind is zero. 

It is remarked that analogous statistical procedures may be applied 

in many other decision procedures, provided the number of cases 

from which the selectiona have to be made, is not too large. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE ESTIMATION OF DEFINABILITY 

VI. 1 Introduetion 

In the following we consider deduotive theories T wi th sta.ndard 

formalization. This mea.ns that T is formalized within the first-

order predicate calculus with identity (abbreviated PCI). 

The theory T (by which is mea.nt hare the set of all its valid sen

tenoes) may be oharacterized by singling out a set A, A c T, of 

·apecifio sentences containing a number of primitive notions such 

as n-ary predica.te parameters, function symbols, a.nd indi vidua.l 

constante. A sentence (formulated within the vocabulary of PCI and 

conta.ining one or more. primitive notions of T) is called va.lid with 

respect to T, if it is de-rivable from A by mea.ns of the deduction 

rules of PCI. 

If A is a recursive set, then T is called axiomatizable, and A is 

the set of non-logica! or specifio axioma of T. In this case a. 

valid sentence is called a. provable sentence. 

A theory T
2 

is called an extension of a theory T
1 

if èvery va.lid 

sentence of T is a.lso valid in T • 
1 2 

A theory T is called consistent :tf not every sentenoe is va.lid 

(provable) with respect to T; a. theory T is called complete if for 

every sentence U (formula.ted within the voca.bula.ry of PCI a.nd con

ta.ining only primitive notions of T) U or U is valid (prova.ble) in 

T. 

For the mutua.l relations of the different concepts see Mostowski, 

Robinson and Ta.rski (13). 
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Regarding definability we shall restriet ourselves to explicit de-

finitions. Theformal rule of explicit definition of an n-ary pred-

icate parameter F(x , ••. ,x ) 
1 n 

(the characteristic sentence) reads: 

(x ) ... (x )[F(x , ... ,x)= U(x , ... ,x)]; U(x , ... ,x) is a well-
1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 

formed formula (formulated in the vocabulary of PCI and not con-

taining F(x
1

, ••• ,:x:n)) containing no other free variables than 

x
1

, ••• ,xn (=is the logical identity). 

Analogous rules can be given for the explicit definition of func-

tion symbols and individual constants.See, for example, de Bouvère 

( 5). 

It is a well-known result of the theory of definition that the use 

of the above mentioned defini tion rules can never lead to a contra-

diction if T is consistent. In fact, it is possible to extend every 

model without an interpretation of the last notion (introduced by 

an explicit defini tion) so as to obtain a model wi th an interpre-

tation of this notion. See Beth (2). 

If W is a sui table explicit defini tion of a certain primi tive notion 

F of T, then we consider the set of theorems T which can be de
o 

ri ved from A U {w}. A is obtained from A by omi tting all axioms 
0 0 

containing the primitive notion F. 

Now the following three cases may arise: 

(1) there exists a suitable explicit definition W so that T
0 

cT; 

(2) there is no suitable explicit definition W for which situation 

(1) can arise, but it is possible toselect an explicit defi-

nition W of F so that the system T U T is consistent; 
0 

(3) a sui table explicit defini tion W of F for which one of the 
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situations (1) or (2) can arise, does not exist. 

In case ( 1) we aa:y tha.t the primi tive notionFis provably definable 

in terms of the remaining primitive notions of T and with respect 

to T. 

In case (2) it is said that F is compatibly definable in terms of 

the primitive notions of Tand with respect toT. 

In oase (3) F is called essentially undefinable in terms of the 

primitive notions of T and with reapeet to T. 

Using the fact that every consistent theory has a consistent and 

complete extension, we may express the above three cases in terms 

of extensions of T, viz.: 

(i) F is provably definable in terms of the remaining primi ti ve 

notions of T and with respect to T if there exists asuitable 

explicit definition W which is valid in all consistent and 

complete extensions of T. 

(ii) Fis compatibly definable in terms of the remaining primitive 

notions of T if there exists a sui table explicit defini ti on 

W which is valid in at least one consistent and complete ex

tension of T; moreover, there exista no explicit defini tion 

which is valid in all comüstent and complete extensions of T. 

(iii) F is essentially undefinable in terms of the remaining prim

itive notions of T and with respect to T, if there does not 

exist an explicit definition which is valid in at least one 

consistent and complete extension of T. 

What is usually called the independenc~ of a primitive notion F is 

in this frame the negation of provable definability. 
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We may restriet the choice of an explicit defini tion of F to a 

certain nonvoid subset 'W'F of 'U.F; 'UF is the set of all explicit 

de fini ti ons of F. .An example of such a '0-F is the set of explicit 

defini tions of F containing at most n symbols (nis a fixed natural 

number ). 

By introducing a set 'llrF' 'lltF f. 0, we should be aware of the fact 

that in this case we are examining the definabili ty of F wi th re

spect to T (and to its primitive notions) and with respect to ~F. 

See also the beginning of section VI.2. 

In the next sections the theory of decision functions will be em-

, ployed in order to estimate the definability of a primitive notion 

F selected at random from the set of primitive notions of T. 

For this purpose i t is necessary to assume that T has at most de-

numerably infinite, complete and consistent extensions. It is known 

that there are theories for which this assertien is true. See Beth 

(3). 

The estimation of the definability type of the selected primitive 

notion F of T is based on a sample T 1 , ••• , T' of n complete and 
1 n 

consistent extensions of T. 

In case 'ütF is a finite set, F is estimated provably definable iff 

there exists a WE 'lltF such that WE Tj_ for i= 1,2, ••. ,n etc; in 

case 'btF is an infinite set, 'ûtF is reduced to {W1F, •.. ,wnF} and 

the same procedure is applied. 

After the mathematical definition of the sampling procedure, it 

will be proved that i t is a "safe" one; this means that in a number 

of cases the definabili ty type of F can be estimated wi thin a fini te 
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number of with probability one. It will also be shown that 

the described estimation procedure is Bayes for n large enough. 

VI.2 Definitions 

T is a theory with standard formalization, f.> is the set of i ts 

primi tive notions, 'llF is the set of all e:xplici t defini tions o.t: 

F, F E j) , and 'U = U 'UF • 
FE f.l 

Sametimes the selection of e:xplici t defini ti ons for F (F E P) is 

restricted to a set 'UF n 'W', 'Ut c 1J.. ; the set tl.F n 'Ut is notated 

as 'ûiF (in the following i t is assumed that the elements of 'üt'F are 

numbered in an ar bi trary but gi ven way). 

In accordance with the remarks madeinsection VI.1 we define: 

f'/W') = {F : F E f.l , F is provably definable with respect to T, 

its remaining primi ti ve notions and to 'lAt}, 

1'2 ('lJ) {F : F E f.> , F is compatibly defj.nable with respect to T, 

its remaining primitivenotions and to 'W'}, 

f.J ('Ut) 
3 

{F : F E f.>, F is essentially undefinable with respect to 

T, its remaining primitive notions and to ~. 

We shall distinguish two cases, viz. : 'Ui is determined in such a 

way that 'IJ'F is a fini te set and 't.VF I r/ for all F E tp , 'Ut is se

lected in such a way that WF is an infini te set for all F E tp • 

These cases will be called respectively the "fini te" and the "in

fini te" case ( the herewi th oorreeponding sets 'W' will be indicated 

respectively by ~ and ~ ). ~ is the set consisting of all com-
1 2 

plete and consistent extensions of T; T is selected in such a way, 

that 11 contains a denumerably infinite number of elements. 
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In the following it is assumed that T, '1.& ('û.i
1 

or W'
2

) and a basic 

spaoe Q are given~ Wi th respect to this basic spaoe Q, we introduce 

the following functions: 

(i) g(w) is a function on Q with range space (P ,~ ,P ); ·IJL is 
0 0 0 

the cr-algebra of all subsets of P and P is a probability on 
0 

the setf! of fi 
0 

such that P
0 

{F} f 0 for all F E fJ • 

(ii) fiF(w), i= 1,2, ..• , FEP, is a sequence of functions on Q 

wi th range spaoe (Yt,% (F), P(F)); %- (F) is the cr-algebra of 

all subsets of 'Yt and P(F) is a probabili ty on the sets of 

1-t(F) s'uch that P(F){T 1 } :f 0 for all T1 E 'Yt. 

Aooording to theorem(2.2) there exists a probabilityspace (Q,Ti-,P) 

such that the functions introduced are independent stochastic vari-

ables (with respect to f.t) satisfying the relations: P{g(w) E A}= 

= P
0
A, P{fiF(w) EB} P(F)B for all A E 14=

0
, BE %-(F), i= 1,2, ••• 

and F E 'f.>. 

Furtheritis asE)umedthatforF E fJ
2
(rW), with WF={W

1
F,W

2
F, ... }, 

P{WiF E fjF(w)} <oF< 1 for i,j = 1,2,. ••• 

In order to summarize the sampling result the following stochastic 

variables are introduced by definition. 

Definition (6.1) 

(a) The function MnF(w), wE Q, with range {1,2,3} is defined as 

fellows: 

m 
{MnF(w) = 1} = U 

i=1 

m 
= n 

i=1 

n 
n {wiF E 

j=1 
(w)} ' 
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n"' 1, 2, ••• , FE: 'P , mis anatural number and ~ =- {W
1
F, •.• ,wniF}. 

(b) The function NnF(w), wE Q, with range {1,2,3} is defined as 

fellows: 

n n 
{NnF(w) 3} =- n .n {wiF ~ 

i=1 J=1 
( w)} ' 

n=1,2, ••• , FE: IJ) and 11..VF={W1F,W2F, ••• } ('W'F is an infinite 

set). 

It is easily seen that MnF(w) and NnF(w) are stochastic variables 

f or n = 1 , 2 , • • • and F E: 'P . 

Definition (6.2) 

(i) If FE: fJ 
2

('W') (t1J>"F is a finite set) then the lengthof the 

stochastic proof of the compatible definability of F is de-

fined by: 

{,e
2
F(w) = 1} {M

1
F(w) = 2} , 

{,e
2
F(w)=n} = {~(w) 2} n {~_ 1F(w)rf2}, 

(ii) If F ~ 3'=\ ('t.ir
1

) ('ûtF is a finite set), then the length of the 

stochastic proof of the independenee of F is defined by: 
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{.t1F(w) = 1} = {M
1
F(w') ;i 1} , 

{t1F(w)=n} = {MuF(w);i1} n {~_ 1F(w)=1}, 

00 

{.t1F(w) =oo} == n {.t1F(w) = t}C ' w € Q. 

t=1 

(iii) If F ~ f.> 
3 

('lJ.r), then the length of the stoohastic proof of 

non-essential undefinability of F is defined by: 

{t3F (w) = 1} = {u1F(w) ;i 3} , 

{.e3F(w) =n} = {unF(w) (. 3} n {un-1F(w) == 3} , 

00 

{.t3F(w)=oo} = n {.t F(w)=t}
0

, 
t=1 3 

with 

U (w) - jF 
{

M (w) 

jF - NjF(w) 

for j = 1,2, ••• , wE Q. 

iff 'Ui = rw- ' 
1 

iff 'W"== ~' 

(We make the convention that oo is larger than all naturalnumbers). 

See for a justification of these definitions theorem (6.3) until 

(6.6) and figure (6.1). 

Definition (6.3) 

i,j = 1,2,3, n = 1,2, ••• and w € Q. 

VI.3 Reliability of the Estimation Procedure 

Theorem (6.1) 
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The probabilities (F,n) satisfy the following relations: 

3 

(i) E s .. (F ,n) 1 
i=1 lJ 

(ii) s (F,n) = 1 
33 

(iii) if 'üjF is a finite set then e: 11 (F,n) 1; 

(iv) 
{ 

0 for i f j 
lim e .. ,n) = 

n-oo lJ 1 for i = j 

for i,j = 1,2,3, FE P and n = 1, 

ad (i) The relation is a trivial consequence of definition (6.3). 

In proving the relations mentioned under (ii), (iii) and (iv) we 

shall use the inequalities 

e: (F,n) P{MnF(w) =i I g(w) = F} ~ (1/P{g(w) F} ).P{MnF(w) i} 

iff 'Ui= ~ and 

iff 'Ui = 'UJ2 • 

ad (ii) If F E rp 
3 

('tV
2 

), then 

n 
~ (1/P{g(w) F}) E for n = 1,2, •.•• 

i' j=1 

By analogous reasoning it is proved that P{MnF(w) t3J g(w) =F} = 0 

for F E f\ C(lj) and for n = 1, 2,. • • • 
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ad (iii) If F E .1\(~), then MnF(w) = 1 for all wE Q and n = 1 ,2, •••• 

ad (iv) If FE f-) 1 (~2 ) then there exists at least one definition 

W. E ~F suoh that W. E T' for all T' E ~; this implies that for 
1 o 1o 

n=i ,i +1, ••• NnF(w)=1 for all wE Q or lim P{NnF(w)=1} = 1. 
o o n-~ 

n n 
If FE ~\('U)'2 ), then P{NnF(w) = 1} = P i~ 1 j~i {WiF E fjF(w)} ~ 

n n 
~ .L: .n P{WiFEfjF} ~ n(O:H,)n (see for ~ the introduetion of the 

J..=1 J=1 

functions fjF(w)) or lim P{~(w) = 1} == 0. 
n-~ 

Further there exists at least one definition W. such that 
J.1 

P{W. rj. fJ.F(w)} = I!F wi th 0 < ILF < 1; this brings on 
J.1 

or lim P{~(w) = 3} = 1 • 
n-+oo 

Combining these results with the inequalities mentioned under (ii), 

dalivers the proof for i = 1, 2; the case i = 3 is a trivial con-

sequenoe of the inequalities under (ii). 

with viF = P{WiF rj. fjF(w)} and 0 < viF ~ 1 for i= 1,2, ••• ,m (vi is 

not equal to one for all i= 1,2, ••• ,m); this proves that 

lim P{MnF(w) = 1} = 0. 
n-oo 
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According to the assumption, there exists certainly a definition 

W. such that P{Wi ~ fjF(w)} = ~F with 0 < ~ < 1; this brings on 
2 o o 

m n 
3} = lim P n .n {wiF E 

n .... oo i=1 J=1 
(w)} ~ 

or lim P{Mru_;.(w) = 3} = 0 • 
n-oo 

This pro:ves the relations for i= 2; the cases i 1,3 are simple 

consequences of the relations mentioned under (ii) and ). 

Theerem (6.2) 

P{MnF ( w) 11} = 0 for n = 1,2, ... and FE Tl 1 ('lér1 ) ' 

lim P{~(w) 12} = 0 for F E p 2 (ttJ1)' 
n_,.oo 

P{Mru_;.(w) 13} = 0 for n 1, 2,. . . and F E 1\ ('W'1 ), 

lim P{NnF(w) 11} 0 for FE p1 ('l&2 ), 
n-oo 

lim P{NnF(w) 12} = 0 for F E fJ 2 ('Ui)' 
n-oo 

P{NnF (w) 13} = 0 for n = 1, 2, •.. and F E r 3 c-w-2). 
The proof follows from the proof of theorem (6.1). 

Theorem (6.3) 

If F E fJ (rv)' ) U f.> ('hl ), then the length of the stochastic proof 
2 1 3 1 

of independenee of F is finite with probability one. 

Theorem ( 6.4) 

If F E TJ 
2 

('lU
1 
), then the length of the stochast ie proof of compat-
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ible definability of F ia finite with probability one. 

Theorem (6.5) 

If F E f.> 
1 
('tü

1
) U 1J /'LJ

1
), then the length of the stochast ie proof 

of non-easentially undefinability of F is finite with probability 

one. 

Theorem (6.6) 

I:f F E fl
1 

('W'
2

) U TJ 
2 

('lü
2
), then the length of the stochastic proof 

of non-essentially undefinability of F is finite with probability 

one. 

P.roof 

The proof of these four theorema follows from the results of theo-

rem (6.2) and from the equalities: 

P{t1F(w) > n} = P{~(w) = 1} for F r/. f.> 
1 
('tU

1
), 

P{t
2
F(w) > n} = P{~(w) ~ 2} for F E f.> 

2 
(W

1
) , 

P{t3F(w) >n} = P{MnF(w)=3} forF f/. :l\('01'
1
), 

P{t3F(w) > n} = P{NnF(w) = 3} for F ~ ~ 
3 

('Ut
2

) • 
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IF E 'Ptlffi 
NnF(w)=3+-F E fll'Wt 

~ E fllfT.) 

Figure ( 6. 1) 

The arrowa indicate the conclusion(s) which may be drawn from the 

sampling re sult. 

The results of the theorema (6.3)until (6.6) demonstrate, that for 

a givenF withacertain definability type (FE ~1 ('Ut)orFjtf.>i(W")) 
there erista with probability one a natural number n auch that 

0 

M (w) = i (Nn (w) = i) or ~ (w) r i (~ (w) F i). 
no o o o 

For the definabili ty types mentioned in the above theorema, this 

means that the probabili ty of an error of the second kind is zero 

if M (w) = i (N (w) =i) leads to the conclusion F E 'fo i ('lü
1

) (or 
no no 

M (w) r i (Nn (w) r i) toF jt i\ Cut
2
). 

no o 
Inspeetion of figure (6.1) shows, that this is only true for the 

definability types mentioned in the above theorema. 

VI.4 Statistical Estimation of Definability 

The estimation of the definability type of a randomly drawn primi

tive notion F from the set !P, is determined by the pair of sto-

chastic variables (M ( )(w),g(w)) if 'f»= ttÎ
1 

orby (N 1 )(w),g(w)) ng w ng\w 

if 'W' = 'W'
2

, and a properly ohosen dec is ion function b (see chapter 

II). (M ( )(w) is a stochaatio variable beoause it can be written ng w 

as: Mng(w)(w) = Fffl I{g(w)=F}'MnF(w); an analogous remark applies 

to Nng(w) (w).) 

In the proof of theorem (6.7), theerem (6.8) and their corollaries 
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we shall apply theorem (2.1) with (o,ft,P) as the basic probability

spaoe (0
1
,fi

1
,P), 0

2 
= {1,2,3}, !fi

2 
is the cr-algebra of all subsets 

of Q
2

, (0
2

, fi 
2

) is equal to (P, ~0 ) (see introduetion of g(w) in 

section VI.2); h(w) is equal oo Mng(w)(w) (or Nng(w)(w)) with fixed 

n and g( w) is the funotion introduoed at the beginning of seotion 

Theorem (6.7) 

If the probability- p. =P{g(w) E f>.('ût)} is positive fo:r i= 1,2,3, 
J. J. 

then the:re exiats a :real number N suoh that for all n > N the de-

cision funotion ó, dete:rmined by- the partition {1},{2},{3} of the 

set { 1, 2, 3} and di = 'f.>. (1.U) for i = 1, 2, 3, is Bayes fo:r the es ti
J. 

mation (on the basis of the vaiue of Mn(w) o:r Nn(w)) of the de-

finability type of the value of g(w). 

The p:robability densities tj(w2 ) (see theorem (2.1)) are equal to 

r: j (i) 
P{ U ( ) ( w) = i [ g( w) E p . ('t.J)} ng w J 

P{ U ( ) ( w) = i} ng w 
i,j = 1,2,3, wE Q. 

with: 

U ( )(w) = ng w 

Mng(w) (w) iff 'W = ~ ('UYF is a finite set for all 

FE f.>). 

N ( )(w) iff 'Ui= 'Ur ('ll':F is an infini te set fo:r ng w 2 
all F E p ). 

The sets B
8 

are equal to {s}, s = 1,2,3, if the relations 

P{ u ( ) ( w) = i I g( w) E Tl. (I(J)} • p . :e;;; P{ u ( ) ( w) i I g( w) E ~. (W)} • p. ngw J J ngw J. J. 
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are satisfied for i = s ( the, aign < has to be replaced by < for 

i < j). 

The above inequalitiea can be rewritten as: 

E P{ U ( ) ( w) = i & g( w) = F} < > P{ U ( ) ( w) = i & g( w) = F}, 
FEJ). ng w FEf.).(W') ng w 

J 1 

or 

> e .. (F,n).P{g(w)=F} < > e .. (F,n).P{g(w)=F}. 
FEfJ.(11)) 1

J F€1l.(~ 11 

J 1 

As :::> P{g(w) =F} is a convergent series with sump. (j=1 ,2,3), 
F E 7>. ('lU) J 

J 
i t is easy to see that the left hand side runs to zero and the right 

hand side to p. for increasing n and i s. So there certainly ex-
1 

ists areal number N1 such that for all n>N' B
8 

= {s} and s 1,2,3. 

This provee the existence of a real number N such that for all 

n > N the decision function o is Bayes. 

Theorem (6.8) 

The statistical decision function o mentioned in theorem (6.7) is 

asymptotically good (for increasing n). 

The error probability ~ (b) can be written as follows: 

3 

E P{U ( )(w);/i&g(w) E f.>.} 
i=1 ng w 1 

3 
= E > [1 -e .. (F,n))P{g(w) F} • 

i=1 F € P. ('liJ) 11 
1 
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This shows that lim ~ (b) = 0. 
n-oo 

Theorem (6.9) 

If the probability P{g(w) E f.>.('W")} satisfies for i= 1,2,3 the 
~ 

inequality 0 < P{g(w) E ~.('W')} < 1, then there exists a real 
~ 

number N such that for all n > N the dec is ion function b, deter-

mined by the partition {i
1
,i),{i) of the set {1,2,3} and d 1 = 

= P. (1J) U f.>. ('LV), d
2 ft>. (i

1
,i

2
,i

3 
is apermutation of the 

~1 ~2 ~3 

numbers 1,2,3), is Bayes. 

Pro of 

The probability densities ~j(w2 ) are·equal to: 

~.(i) 
J 

i = 1' 2, 3, j 1' 2 . 

U ( )(w) has the same meaning as in the proof of theorem (6.7). ng w 

The dec is ion function b, determined by the sets A = {i , i } and 
1 1 2 

A
2 

= {i
3
}, is Bayes if the inequality 

P{u ( )(w) =i I g(w) E d
1

} .P{g(w) E d1
}.;;; ng w 

.;;; P{U ( )(w)=i I g(w) E l}.P{g(w) E d
2

} ng w 

or 

:::> e .. (F,n).P{g(w) =F} + ~ e .. (F,n).P{g(w) =F} .;;; 
FE j'). ('LV) u1 FE f.l. u2 

~1 1 2 

is satisfied iff i = i . 
3 

.;;; ::::> e .. (F,n).P{g(w) =F} 
FEP. ('W) 11

3 
~3 
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the same linea as in the proof of theorem (6. 7) 

delivers the existence of a real number N such that for n > N the 

last mentioned inequality is satisfied iff i = i
3

• 

Theorem ( 6. 10) 

The statistical decision function o mentioned in theorem (6.9) is 

asymptotically good (for increasing n). 

Pro of 

In this case the error probability ~(o) reads: 

~(o) = 

+ P{Ung(w)(w)=i&g(w) € T\} = 
3 

+ 

+ :> c .. (F ,n).P{g(w) = 
F € f.>. ('W') n3 

~3 

By well known arguments, see the proof of the theorema ( 6. 7) and 

(6.9), it follows that lim (o) o. 
n-oo 

The theorerns (6.9) and (6.10) remain valid if the assumption 

0 < P{g(w) € j).("'W')}< 1 for i 1,2,3 in theorem (6.9) is re
~ 

placed theweaker condition 0 < P{g(w) € T-l.('U})} < 1 for i 
~ 

The proof will be omitted here. 
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CHAPTER V I I 

APPLICATION TO BOOLEAN AND POLYADIC LCGICS 

VII.1 Estimation of P.rovability in Boolean Logies 

A Boolean logic or a theory is defined as a pair (A,F); A is a 

Boolean algebra and F is a filter in the algebra A. 

The Boolean logic (A,F) ia said to be consistent and complete if 

respectively F r A and for every element p, p E A, either p E F or 

p' E F. Without proof it is remarked that the condition A/F = 0 is 

necessary and sufficient for the completeness and consistency of 

the Boolean logic (A,F) (o is the Boolean algebra consisting of 

the elements 0 and 1, A/F is the quotient algebra relative to F). 

The element x is arbitrarily ohosen from A; now we want to decide 

whether x does or does not belong toF. This problem might be re

placed by the problem whether :x: belongs to F 1 or ·not, where F 1 is 

a filter in A wi th the proparty F 1 :::> F. If there exists a F 1 such 

that :x: f. F', then the original problem bas been solved. otherwise 

nothing can be said about it. 

In the following we shall consider a given axiomatizable theory 

(A,F(a)),F(a)is a principal filter with smallest element or a:x:iom 

a (a € A); it is assumed that A is a countable Boolean algebra and 

that a is not an atom. 

The following basic facta are used: 

(i) if F(y) is a prilleipal filter in A, y € A, then F(x) ::> F(y) 

for all :x: < y and x € A. 

(ii) if :x:,y € A, then x € F(y) is equivalent with :x:' A y 0. 
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The basic probability space is (Q,~,P); on this space we introduce 

the sequence of mutually independent and identically distributed 

stochastic variables *) f
1

(w),f
2

(w), ••• (wE Q) with respecttoa 

given element x of A, and with range S(a) {y: y <a, yfO, y E A}; 

it is assumed that P{f/w)=y}fO for all j=1,2, ••• and y E S(a). 

The stochastic variable t (w), called the x of the stochastic 

proof of the non-provability of x (x E A), is defined as 

{x' A fn (w) I o} 

00 c 
= n {,e (w) = j} 

j=1 x 

n-1 
n {x' A f.(w)=O}, 

J 

for n = 3, ••• , x E A and wE Q, 

Further we introduce the stochastic variable g(w) over the basic 

probability space and with range the space (A,'J.t); A is the before 

mentioned Boolean algebra and '}e is the cr-algebra of all subsets 

of A, The probability distribution of g(w) satisfies the condition 

P{g(w) y.} f 0 for all y E A. 

The stochastic variable hn(w) is defined by 

h (w) = g' (w) A (f (w) V f (w) V •. , V f (w)) , w E Q, n 1 2 n 

*) In this chapter all formal details for the definition of the 

stochastic variables to be introduced are omitted. If the stochastic 

variables are introduced like e.g. in chapter then theerem (2.2) 

assures the existence of a basic probability space (r:.J,~,P) with 

the desired properties. 
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Theorem (7.1) 

If (AtF(a)) is a oountable Boolean logic with a non-atomie axiomt 

then the length of the stochastic proof of non-provabili ty of an 

element xt x ~F(a) and x E A, is finite with probability one. 

The proof is basedon the fact that P{x 1 11 f.(w)lo} = e:, 0<e:<1, 
J 

and on the remark that P{ll (w)>n} = P R {x 1 11fj(w)=0}=(1-e)n. 
x j=1 

See also the proof of theorem (4.2). 

Theorem (7.2) 

If (AtF(a)) is a oountable Boolean logic with a non-atomie axiom, 

then there exists a decision function o (determined by the estima-

tion procedure: if ~(w) = 0 (I 0) then the value of g(w) is esti

mated as (un)provable) for the estimation of the non-provabili ty 

of the value of g(w), P{g(w) E F(a)} = p with 0 < p < 1, based on 

the value of hn(w) and a natural number N such that for all n > N 

the decision function o is Bayes. 

The proof runs along the same linea as theorem (4.2) and therefore 

will be omitted. 

In theorem (7.1) and theorem (7.2) the Boolean logic (A,F) was as-

sumed to be countable and axiomatizable. The last condition how-

ever, can be replaced by the condition, that there exists a count-

ably infinite number of, filters F. (j = 1,2, ••• ) in A, such that . J 
co 

F. I F for j 
J 

1,2, ••• and F = n FJ.; the set consisting of these 
j=1 

filters is called ~· 
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If the sequence of stochastic variables f
1 

(w),f
2 

(w), ••• , the sto

chastic variable ~x(w) and ~(w) are redefined, then it is easy to 

see that the theorems ( 7. 1) and ( 7. 2), provided the Boolean logic 

(A,F(a)) is replaced by a Boolean logic (A,F) with the above men-

tioned prOperty, remains valid. 

The re-definition may be done as fellows: 

The sequence of mutually independent and identically distributed 

stochastic variables f
1 

(w), ••• with respecttoa given filter F in 

A satisfies the conditions: 

1) fi(w), i= 1,2, •.. , has as range the set alF 

2) P{fi(w) =a}~ 0 for all i= 1,2, ••• and all a € ~F. 

The defini tion of the function ~x(w) reads: {~x(w) = 1} ={x~ f 1 (w )} , 

n-1 
{~x(w) = n} = {x~ fn(w)} _n {x € fj(w)} for n = 2,3, ••• and 

J=1 
00 

{ ~ (w) =oo} = n {~ (w) = j}; the definition of h (w) reads: h (w) = x . x n n 

n 
= II 

j=1 

J=1 

I.(w) where I.(w) is the characteristic function of the set 
J J 

{g(w) € f/w)}. 

For this case the (Bayes) decision function o is determined by the 

procedure: if h (w) = 1 (0) then estimate the value of g(w) (un)n 

provable. 

VII.2 Estimation of Provability in Polyadic Logies 

The predicate calculus can be translated in various ways into an 

algebraic structure. Well lmown examples are cilindric algebras, 

Boolean cr-algebras and polyadic algebras. 

In this sectien we shall consider polyadic algebras. Seefor axioms 
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etc. Halmos (9). In quoting the basic facta, we shall strictly 

follow Halmos. 

A polyadic algebra is characterized by a quadruple (A,S,I,3). A is 

a Boolean algebra, I is an non-void set, S is a mapping, that in-

duces a Boolean endomorphism s(~) with every transformation ~ from 

I into I and 3 is a mapping which assigns to every subset J of I a. 

quantifier 3 ( J). 

If I is a set, X a non-empty set and B a Boolean algebra, then the 

functions from the cartesian product XI into the Boolean algebra B 

are considered. These functions are obviously the elements of a 

Boolean algebra A' in which the usual operations are pointwise de-

fined, 

For every subset J of I we define the re lation J* on J!-, by putting 

x J~ if and only if x. = y. for iE: I-J (and x,y E: XI). 
~ ~ 

If :P E: A I , J c I and x E: x1 , then the supramum V {p (y) : x J* y' y E: r} ' 
if it exists, is denoted by (3(J)p)x. 

If ~ is a transformation on I, the transformation .,;' on x1 is de

fined by (~x). = x . for x E: XI and i E: I. 
~ ~~ 

A functional polyadic algebra (or a B-valued functional polyadic 

algebra with domain X) is a Boolean subalgebra Alt of A1 , such that 

for every p E: Alt: (1) (3(J)p)x exists whenever J c I and x E: .xi 
(2) 3(J)p belengs to Al' whenever J c I, and (3) for every trans

formation ~ on I, the transformation S(.,;) on A', defined by 

(s(~)p)x = p(~•x) for p E: A' and x E: XI, transforma elementsof A" 

into elementsof A'. 

A model is a 0-valued functional polyadic algebra. 
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An interpretation f of a polyadic algebra A into a model is a poly-

adie homomorphism onto a model. 

An element p of A is valid (invalid) if for all interpretations f 

(into a model) fp = 1 (fp = o). 

A polyadic logic is a pair (A,I) where A is a polyadic algebra and 

I a polyadic ideal. 

A polyadic logic is called consistent, if there exists a model and 

an interpretation f in this model so that fp = 0 for all p € r. 

In the following we aasurne that A is a countable polyadic algebra 

and that the set of interpretations contains a countably infini te 

number of elements; this set will be notated as ~. 

Analogous to the Boolean case we introduce a sequence of mutually 

independent and identically distributed stochastic variables cp
1 

( w), 

cp2(w), ••• with range ct' 'Jt1) *) and a stochastic variabie g(w) 

wi th range (A, IJ.e
2

) *) on a certain basic space Q. 

Ac oording to theorem ( 2. 2) this bas ie s pace can be extended to a 

probabili ty space (Q, J(:, P), such that P{cp. (w) = f} ~ 0 for all 
~ 

i = 1, 2, ••• and f € e and P{g(w) = x} .j 0 for all x € A. 

Further we introduce the stochastic variables: 

(a) {,e (w) = 1} 
x 

{cp,(w)x = o} ' 

m-1 
{,e (w) = m} 

x 
{cp (w)x = o} n {cp.(w)x = 1} ' 

m i=1 ~ 

00 

{,e (w) = oo} 
x = n {,e (w) = i} 0 

i=1 x 
for x E: A, m 2,3, ••• and wE: Q, 

*) 'lf 
1 

and '* 
2 

are the o-algebras of all subsets of respectively 

f and A;. 
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n 
(b) hn(w) j~1 I{cpj(w)g(w)=1}(w)' n = 1, 2, ••• , w E Q, 

.ex(w) is called the length of the stochastic proof of the non

provability of x. 

Theerem (7.3) 

If (A, I) is a countable and consistent polyadic logic, then the 

length of the stochastic proof of non•provability of an element x, 

x E I, is finite with probability one. 

Theerem (7 .4) 

If (A,I) is a oountable and consistent polyadic logic, I!. is a 

oountably infinite set and p = P{g( w) Ë I} wi th 0 < p < 1, then 

there exists a real number N such that the decision function b, 

determined by the decision procedure: if h (w) = 1 (o) then the 
n 

value of g(w) ia estimated (un)provable, is Bayes for all n > N. 

The proof of both theorema is oompletely analogous to the ones of 

theorema (7.1) and (7.2). 

Aocording to the work of Rasiowa and Sikorski (16) the first order 

predicate calculus can also be algebraized by a Boolean a-algebra; 

they especially proved the algebraic analogon of the theerem of 

Her brand. 

So i t would be possible to give a syntactic tra.nslation, instead 

of the semantic translation of this section, of the theorema of 

chapter IV. 
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·:A P P E N D I X I I 

STATISTICÀ.L ANALYSIS OF THE RESULT OF AN EXPERIMENT IN THEOREM 

PROVING ON AN EIECTRONIC COMPUTER 

AII.1 The lfethod 

The decision method for semantic provability used for the proposi

tional calculus is the (modified) method of the semantic tableaux 

as employed in the computer programme in Appendix III. 

In this programme the reduction rule to be applied at every stage 

of the construction of the semantic tableau of a given well-formed 

formulaF of the propositional calculus, is fully determined. There

fore we can define the reduction length of F as the number of times 

a reduction rule (of the method of the sementic tableaux) has to 

be applied until F can be decided as "true" or "false"; the iJ.Umer

ical value of the reduotion length is uniquely determined at the 

end of the procedure RESO ( the "input" is F) and equals the value 

of the integer variable IENGTH. See section AIII.4 

The formulae F are selected stoohastioally from H(r,k,a) (see for 

definition of these sets Appendix IV) for a = {&,V, .... } , {=,&,V,.:...}, 

r = 3 and k = 4, 5; • .• , 20; for, eaoh formula F the reduotion lengtt 

is determined. The generation and reduotion of the formulae has 

been done aooording to the programme mentioned in ta.ble (A2.5). 

For fixed r, k and a we a.pplied the test of Wilooxon (see for the 

oa.lculation of a in case ties being present: J. Hemelrijk - "Note 

on Wilcoxon 's two sample test whèn ties are present", Ann. of Ma.th. 

Stat. 23 (1952) pp. 133- 135). The result of this a.pplioa.tion wa.á 

thè rejeotion of the hypothesis tha.t the reduotion lengths of the 
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provable (true) formulae have the .same probability distribution as 

the reduction lengths of the unprovable (false) ones; the level of 

significanee was smaller than 0.05. 

The test was applied one sided and showed a "shift to the right" 

of the distribution of the reduction lengths of the provable for

mulae ( with respect to the dis tribution of the reduction lengths 

of the unprovable formulae). This shift can also be read from the 

tables (A2.1) and (A2.2). 

We define p (d). = P{the generated F is unprovable I the reduction 
0 

length óf F ;a. d} , p
2 

(d) = P{the generated F is provable I the re-

duction length of F ;;;;. d} and p
2 

= P{the generated forlllUla F is 

provable}; d is a natural number and F E H(r,k,a). 

The outcome of the before mentioned experiment can be employed for 

the determination of ad, such that the decision rule rd is Bayes, 

where rd reads: the generated formula F is estimated provable if F 

is still undecidable after d reduction steps. The rule rd is Bayes 

if p
0

(d) < p 2(d); the "goodness" of rd is proportional to the quo

tient p2(d)/po(d) (po(d) r o). 

Inspeetion of the tables (A2.1) and (A2.2) shows that, for each of 

the mentioned cases (r, k, a fixed and a given level of significanee 

o: ), it is possible to determine ad such that the upper confidence 
0 . 

limit of p (d) is smaller than 0. 50; this shows that the decision 
0 

rule rd is Bayes with a level of significanee o:
0

• 

In case the upper confidence limit of the probability p
0 

(d) is much 

larger than the upper confidence limit of the probability p
2 

and 

p
2 

<< 1 - p2 , then i t seems better to employ the dec is ion rule r
0

; 
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r
0 

means: estim.ate the generated formulaF unprovable without making 

any reduction step. Clearly the decision rule r
0 

is Bayes if p
2 

< 

< 1- p • 
2 

Which procedure will be employed, depends on the "casts" of a re-

duetion step and on the "casts" of estimating F unprovable when it 

is provable and vice versa. 

As an example may serve the case r = 3, k = 12 and a {&,V,-} (see 

table (A2.1)); the level of significanee a
0 

= 0.05. 

The confidence limits of p (6) and p are approximately equal to 
0 2 

0.11, 0.33 and 0.44, 0.49 (see table 9c, Tiixon W.J., Massey F.J. -

"Introduetion to Statistical Analysis", New York, Toronto, London 

1951). Estimates for the probability of an error of the firstkind, 

employing rule rd or r
0

, are respectively 16/79 ~ 0.20 (= p
0

(6)) 

and 92/200 = 0.46 (= p
2

). In both cases the probability of an error 

of the second kind is equal to zero. When oost factors are neglect-

ed, it seems better to employ decision rule rd in this case. 

AII. 2 Tables 
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!~ 5 10 15 20 25 

4 u 84. 38. 57- 15. 6. 

p 32. 11. 32. 4 
5 u 76, 40. 25. 37. 15. 6, 1. 

p 29. 4· 12, 19. 16. 2. 

6 u 71. 41. 24. 24· 19. 12. 6. 3. 
p ;l1. 1· 10. 11, 6. a. 13. 1. 

1 u 10. ;s. 15. 16. 14. 15. 1· 4- 1. --

p 32. 10. 9· 7- 10, 14. 6. 12. B. 

8 u :;o. 44· 17. 20, 6. s •. 10. 2. 5· 1, ! 

p 19. 11. 10. 15. 7. 9· 1· ;. 5- 6. 2. 

9 u 75· :;o. 25. 19. 11. ;. 4· 6. }. 1. 1, 

p 27. 9· 6, 15. 4· 12. 8. 12. 2. 1· 1. 1. 

10 u 19· )0. 25. 19. 15. 14. 6. ;. 2. 1, ;. 1. 

p 30, 10. 1· 11. 7. 3. ;. 3· 3. 1. 2. 1. 1, 1, z. 
11 u 144· 22, 6. 4· ;. a. 2, 3. 2. 1, 2. 1, 2. 

p 16. 12, 11. 10, 4· 6. ;. 2. 2. 2, 2. 4· 2. 

12 u 77· 82. 15. s. ;. 1· 1, 1, 1. 1. 1. ;. 
p 1}, 1· 9· 12. ;. 10. 1· 9· 1, 7. 3. 1. 1, 1. 2. 4-

13 u 61. 44- ;;. 12, 12. 6. 3· 2. ;. 2. 1. ! 1. 

p 35. 4· 10, 4· 4. s. 3- 9· 1. 2. 2. 2. 2. 3- 1. I 1. 

14 u 79. ;o. 31. 32. 11, 9· 4· 2. 2. 

p 36. 13. a. 9· 6. ;. 4. ;. 2. 2, 2. ;. ;. 1. }. 1. 

15 u 76. 46. 20. 20. 16. 9· 4· 2. z. o. 2, 1. 1. 1. 

p 31. 10, 12. 1· 2. 5. 5· 1· ;. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. 

16 u 66. 57· 22, 17. s. 12. 7- 2. ;. 1. 1. ;. 1. 

p 19. 9· 7. 7. 4· 4· ,, 1, 7. 1. 2, 1. 1. 1. 1. 

17 u 75· 46. 16. 23. 8. 14. 3. 6. 4· 2. 1. 1, 1, 

p 30. 12, 8. 12. 8. 8, 1, 1. ;. ;. 3. 2. 1. ;. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2, 

18 u 73. 44· 23. 18. 11, 9. s. 8. 4. 1, 1, 2. 1. 

p 27. 10. 9· 18. ;. a. 4· 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1, 1, 1. 

1: 
u 68. 46. 26. 19. 12, 6. 1· 4· 6. 2. 1, 2. 1. 

p 24. 9· 16, 12, 6. 6. 2, 4· 

I 
2. 1. 1, 1, 2. 2. 

u 73. 40. 26. 15. 12. 8. 8. 4· 4· 4· ;. 1, 1. 1, 

p 29· 10. 4· 15. 6. 2. ;. 2. 2. 2. 1, 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
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I x 10 15 20 

•. 4 u 127. 61. 11. 1. 

9· 28. 15. 5· 

5 u 11a. 59· 14. 6. 3. 
11. 1a. 3· 4· 3. 

6 u 119. 61. 12. 4· 3. 1. 

5· 21. 4· 1. 3. 

7 u 113. 65. 14. 3- 5. 
p 10. 1a. 4· 3. 1. 1. 

a u 129. 52. 11. 6. 1. 1. 

3. 1a. 4· 3. 2. 

9 u 115. 56. 1a. 6. 2. 1. 2. 
6. 16. 3. 4· 1. 

10 u 120. 59· 11. 7- 1. 2. 

9· 17. 1. 6. 3. 
11 u 101. 68. 23. 4· 2. 1. 1. 

13. 4· 4. 1. 1. 
12 u 114. 65. 17. 4· 

20. 6. 

13 u 129. 43. 16, 6. 5. 1. 

7· 15. 4· 2. 2. 

14 u 121. 52. 14. 6. 5· 1. 1. 
10. 23. 4· 4· 4· 1. 

15 u 123. 56. a. 6. 5. 2. 

a. 23. 6. 3. 1. 
16 u 122. 5a. 11. 1. 3. 3· 1. 1. 

7· 17. 3· 4. 5. 
17 u 116. 59· 15. 2. 4· 3. 1. 

4· 20. 3. 4· 4· 1. 2. 1. 
1a u 111. 61. 17. 7· 2. 1. 1. 

7. 24· 2. 4· 1. 

19 u 126. 57· 7. 3. 3. 4-
p 12. 19. 5· 2. 2. 

20 u 111. 61. 14. 10. 3. 1. 

p 5. 14. 2. 2. 1, 

Table (A2.2) 

Th.e sample is drawn from H{:3,kt{=,&,v, ... }) for k=4,5, ... ,20; .e ia the reduotion length 

(u en p mean respectively tulprovable and prova.ble~. 
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k n x x/n 

4 279 79 0,28 

5 282 82 0,29 

6 287 87 0,30 

7 308 108 0,35 

8 294 94 0,32 

9 304 104 0,34 

10 285 0,30 

11 276 76 0,28 

12 292 92 0,32 

13 288 88 0,31 

14 303 1 0,34 

15 289 89 0,31 

16 268 68 0,25 

17 301 101 0,34 

18 297 97 0,33 

19 288 88 0,31 

20 281 81 0,29 

Table (A2.3) 

Sample of n formulae from 

H(3,k,{&,v,-}); x is the 

number of provable formu-

lae in the sample. 
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k n x x/n 

4 257 57 0,22 

5 239 39 0,16 

6 234 34 o, 15' 

7 37 0,15 

8 30 0,13 

9 30 0,13 

10 236 36 0,15 

11 223 o, 10 

12 226 o, 12 

13 30 o, 13 

14 246 46 o, 19 

15 241 41 0,17 

16 236 36 o, 15 

17 239 39 o, 16 

18 238 38 o, 16 

19 240 40 0,17 

20 224 24 o, 12 

Table (A2.4) 

Sample of n formulae from 

H(3,k,{=,&,v,-}); x is the 

number of provable formu-

lae in the sample. 



begin in tew g, BAR, KOP, u, v; 

integer array NONRULP( 1 : 100], PLUSHUJ,P( 1 : 100); 

N := 1; x := 1; setrandom(x); r I= 3; 

DB;. k I= 4 !!!!!.!! 1 until 20 ~ 

~BAR:= 2; 

PROP:EER: u ,. v •= NKIEIN 1= NGRoor := o 
i,& BAR = 2 tben begin A[O] := 3; A[ 1] := 0; A[2] :=A[:;] := A[4] := 1 ~~ 

lJ: BAR c 3 Y1!m begin A[O) t= 4; A[ 1) := A[2) t= A(3) := A[4) := 1 end; 

PROP: FOlOO!UL(A, r, k, N, fraud); PROAB t= 0; RESO(k, POOL, MAT); 

i,& PROAll = 0 then 

begin u := u + 1; 

KLEIN(u) := LONG; NKIEIN := NKLEIN + 1 

end else 

~v :=v+1; 

GROOT[ v] := LONG; NGROOT := NGROOT + 1 

end; 

lJ: u < 200 then ~ PROP; 

for g := 1 !!!!!.!! 1 until 100 Q& 

NONHULP(g) := PLUSHULP[g) := 0; 

PRINTTEXT(~ SERJE: k, BAR = th AffiFIXT(2, o, k); PRINl'l'EXT( L *'' 
AllSFIXT(2, O, BAR); NICR; 

DB;. g := 1 !!!!!.!! 1 until NKLEIN gg NONHULP[KLEIN(g]] := NONHULP[KIEIN[g]) + 1; 

KOP := 0; 

DB;. g := 1 !!!u! 1 until 100 gg ~ y NONHULP[g) ~ 0 then KOP := g end; 

PR:rNTTE:IG'(~ Reductielengten der onbewijsbare formules. t); NLCR; 

for g := 1 !!!!!.!! 1 until KOP gg begin AllSFIXT(3, O, NONHULP[g)); PRINT'I'EXT(f, :j-) end; 

NLCR; 

PRINT'I'EXT( ~ Reductielengten der bewijsbare formules. :j-); 
i,& NGROOT = 0 then begin PRINTTEXT(f KOP= 0, }); S!li2 BACH end; 

DB;. g := 1 .tl!:11 1 until NGROOT gg PLUSHULP(GROOT(g)] := PLUSHULP(GROOT(g]J + 1; 

KOP := 0; 

DB;. g := 1 .tl!:11 1 until 100 ~ ~ i,& PLUSHULP(g) f 0 then KOP := g ~~ 

for g := 1 .tl!:111 until KOP gg begin AllSFIXT(;, O, PLUSHULP(g)); PRINTTEXT(f, t) ~~ NLCR; 

BACH: BAR := BAR + 1; y BAR < 4 then l!\2i;2. PROPPER; 

end 

end BLOK; 

Part of the c0111puter programme by which the generation of. the F and its reduction takes plaoe. 
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APPENDIX I I I 

A COIV!PUTER PROGRAMlVJE FOR THE J:ilETHOD OF THE SEMANTIC 

TABIEAUX IN THE PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS 

AIII.1 Notation 

In this Appendix we describe a working computer programme for the 

decision of well-formed formulae of the propositional calculus. 

The employed decision procedure is basically the method of the se

mantic tableaux of Beth. See (2). Only a few minor alterations re

garding the notation and the use of the closure rule are made. In 

view of easy manipulation of the propositional formulae and tab

leaux in a computer a modified Polish notatien is u.sed. 

This notatien will be clarified by a number of examples instead of 

an exact description. 

The logical operators =, &, V, ... , - (negation) are respectively 

indioated by: A, c, D, I and N. 

By an atom is meant a negated or an unnegated propositional vari

able. The atoms of a given formula F are enumerated from left to 

right and written in this order without binary operators and with

out negation signa over more than one atom. This series is called 

the matrix of the formula. 

The binary operators (A,C,D,I) are written in a linear string by 

putting two natural numbers after each operator. The negation sign 

Nis added without any further addition. 
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Examples 

A V B , D ( 1 , 2) ; ma tri x [AB] • 

A V , ND(1,2); matrix [AË]. 

(Ä V B) & (C-D), NC(1,3)D(1,2) I(3,4); matrix [ÄBCD]. 

& (c-D), NC(1,3) ND(1,2) I(3,4); matrix [ÄBCD]. 

[(AVB)&C] = [A&C], A(1,4)C(1,3)D(1,2)C(4,5); matrix [ABCAC]. 

(B _,. C) ... {[(A V B) & C] = [A & c]}, 
I(1,3) I(1,2) NA(3,6) C(3,5) NTI(3,4) C(6,7); matrix [BCABCAC]. 

The notatien might be extended to linearly orderder sets of for-

mulae. For example : 

A-B, (A V B) =A, Ë- C, 1,2),A(3,5)ND(3,4), I(6,7); 

matrix [ABABAËC] • 

Suppose the following semantic tableau is given: 

true false 

( 1) (1) 

A .... B, B- C 

We put a minus sign befare the formulae in the left ("true") column 

and a plus sign before the formulae in the right ("false") column, 

So the above tableau is notated as: 

1 1 1 -A - B , -B - C , +A - C , 

or in the modified Polish notatien as: 

1 1 1 - I ( 1 , 2 ) , - I ( 3, 4) , + I ( 5, 6) , matrix [ ABBACAC ] • 

The three ones (111) indicate that the tableau contains three non-

atomie formulae. This indication is called the grid- of the tableau 
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and should not be confused wi th the indication ( 1) we have put in 

the tableau. 

For the sake of clarity we sometimes separate formulae etc. by a 

comma; this comma however is not a part of the notatien and will 

therefore be omi tted in many cases (see the examples in sectien 

AII.4. 

In order to extend our notations to tableaux with ramifications we 

shall follow the elaboration of the above tableau. 

A.fter the first reduction this becomes: 

tru.e false 

( 1) ( 1) 

B-+C 

( 11) (12) ( 11) ( 12) 

B A 

or in linear notation: 

1 1 + A IL..;.1..;_1 ---=B:...~l -B-e, +A-c. 

The tableau on the left ( 11) contains the formulae - B .... C, +A _,. r 

which is indicated by the grid 11 and the atom +A. 

The contents of tableau ( 12) consiste of the two formulae af ter 

the sign (which will be called a "dish" in the following) and 

the atom -B in the dieh; the grid of this tableau, 11, stands also 

in the dish. 

The following reduction step transforma the tableau into: 
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true false 

(1) B _,. c (1) A ....,.. c 

( 11) ( 12) ( 11) (12) 

B A 

( 111) ( 112) (111) (112) 

c B 

In linear notation: 

01 +Bj01 -cl +A J11 -BI -B-C, +A-c. 

This line indicates that + + A and + A ....,.. C belong to the (sub)-

tableau ( 111); so 01 implies that - B-+ C does not be],ong to tab-

leau ( 111). 

When the tableau is finished, the complete linear reduction will 

appear as follows: 

( 1 ) 111 -A-B, - B _,. C, +A..,.C. 

(2) 11 +A 11 2 -BI -B- C, +A-C. 

(3) 111 2 -BI 
I 

01 +B +A - B""" C, +A_,. C. 

(4) 00 -A,+C, +B +A 11 1 ~ -BI - B .... c, +A-C. 

I 

(5) 01 - c, +A ~1t -BI -B- C, +A .... C. 

(6) 00 111' -BI - B....,.. C, +A-C. 

II 

(7) 11 - B, -B .... C, +A_" C. 

(8) 11, - c 1 - B, +A ... C. 

III 

(9) 1 - c, - B, +A .... C. 

(10) -A, +C, - B, -C 

IV 
(11) 
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The doubly underlined aubtableaux (I, II, III, IV) are erased, be

cauae they contain reapectively {-A, +A}, {-A, +A}, {+B,- B} and 

{+C,-C}. 

The above reduction can be translated fairly aimply into the modi

fied Polish notation, which has been done for the linea (1), (2), 

(3) and (4). 

. matrix [ ABBCAC] • 

(1) 111 -I(1,2),-I(3,4),+I(5,6). 

(2) 11 {,+1} 111 {- 2} 1 - rc3,4), +1(5,6). 

(3) o1 {+3} jo1, {-4}1 {+1} 111 {-2}1 -I(3,4),+I(5,6). 

(4) 00 {-5, +6, +3} lü1, {-4}1 {+1} [11 {-2}[ -1(3,4)~ +1(5,6). 

(5) _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - etc. • 

From the above examplea it appears that the subtableau on the ex-

treme left, or shortly the subtableau under control, is reduced 

firat. 

Further, it ia remarked that all the atoms not comprised by a dish 

alao belong to the subtableau under control. This is not indicated 

by the grid, because it only refers to non-atomie formulae. 

For other examplee we refer to sectien AIII.4. 

AIII.2 The Reduction Rulee 

The input of .the programme is a well-formed for!IIUla F of the pro-

positional calculus written in the modified Polish notatien with a 

matrix [~ •• ;~] (k is a natural number). 

This means that the programme starts with the following (sub)tab-

leau under control: 1 + F. 
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A non-empty list of atoms S has the form S = {n , •.• ,n } , s a nat-
1 s 

ural number a.nd n a.n integer with 0<\n I <k for all c 1, ••. ,s; c c 

the number n
0 

refers to the atom A in case n > 0 and to the atom n
0 

c 

Aln 1 in case n
0 

< 0; [A
1 
••• Ak] is the matrix referred to. 

c 
The transformation rules, which have been indicated roughly in the 

example of section AIII.1, will be formulated here in a more precise 

manner. 

A transformation ruleis applied toa string of symbols called a line. 

We distinguish three kinds of objects occurring on a line, viz. 

non-atomie formulae, atoms a.nd grids; in addition ~ome parts of a 

line may be placed in a dish. 

For an easy description, the transformation rules for formulae (in-

cluded the atomie ones, which are put tagether into lists of atoms) 

and the transformation rules for the grid are considered separately. 
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CASE 1 i x I 0, r I 0 x f rj, y = ç6 x= IJ, r I 0 x= '/J; y ç6 

1.....1 U,-A(n,m)XY,Z -X,-Y, I+ x,+ rl, U, -A(n,m)XY, z -X, {-m}, !+X, {+m} ,u, .. -Y, {-n}, I+ Y, {+n}l, U, .. {-n,-m}, l{+n,+m}l ,u, .• 

1.2 U, H.(n,m)XY,Z -X,+Y, I+X,-Yi ,U,+A(n,m)XY,Z -X,{+m}, l+x,{-m}!,u, .• +Y, {-n}, 1-Y,{+n}l ,u, .• {-n,+m}, l{+n,-m}J ,u, •. 

~ i U,-C(n,m)XY,Z -X,-Y,U,-C(n,m)XY,Z -X, {-m},u, •• -Y, {-n},u, .~ {-n,-m},u, .. 

2.2 U,+C(n,m)XY,Z +X, i+Y !,U,-C(n,m)XY,Z +X, li+m}l ,u, .. {+n},l{+ Y}~'J, •. {+n}, l{+m}j ,u, •• 

hl c,-D(n,m)XY,Z -X, -D(n,m)XY,Z -X, H-m}l ,u, .. {-n}, l:rJ,u, ••• {-n}, 'u' .• 

13.2 U,+D(n,m)XY,Z +X,+ Y,U,+:c(n,m)XY,Z +X, {+m},u, •. {+n},+Y,u, •• {+n}, { +m}, u, •• 

i~ U,-I(n,m)XY,Z +X, l:.rJ,u,-r(n,m)XY,Z +xW,u, .. {+n}, l:rJ,u, .. {+n}, 1{-m}j,u, .. 

4.2 +I(n,m)XY,Z -X,+ Y, U,+ I(n,m)XY, Z -X, {+m}, U, .• {-n},+Y,U, .. {-n,+m},u, .. -: 

~ U,-NY,Z U,+V,Z 

5.2 U,+NV,Z u,-v,z 



Remarks 

1. The first colunm of the diagram ce.ntains the line to be trans

formed (all grids are omitted). The following colunms contain 

the lines obtained after the transformation in the different 

cases (also without grids). 

2. U consists of the first part of the line up to, but not in

cluded the (r+1)-th non-atomie formula in the subtableau under 

control; this means that non-atomie formulae inside the dishes 

are to be neglected in counting the formulae. The meaning of r 

fellows from the grid and will be defined under b). 

3. The formula in the first colunm following U is the (r+1 )-th one 

mentioned under 2. In case 1.1 -A(n,m)XY is the (r+1 )-th for

mula; X is a part of the formula containing m --n- 1 binary op

erators and Y the remaining part of it (if there is a symbol N 

following the (m-n-1 )-th binary operator of X, it is considered 

to beleng to Y). Both X and Y may be the empty string of sym

bols (which is indicated by ~).In the other cases the formulae 

have a similar meaning. 

4. Z is the remaining part of the line. 

5. The indication "Case 1" on top of the diagram denotes the as

sumption that U is a non-empty string of formulae, whioh does 

not solely consist of atoms. This means that in the excluded 

case not only non-atomie formulae but also dishes are absent 

in u. 

The diagram for Case 2, U is the empty string of symbols or U 

does only contain atoms and no dishes, will not be gi ven in 
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full, because i t is very similar to the one of Case 1. The only 

difference between the two cases is that in 1.1 up to 4. 2 the 

formula behind U is not repeated after the transformation. So 

e.g. the second column in case 1. 1 now reads: -X, -Y, 

6. After the application of the transformation rule, in each 

b) 

before a dish, in a dish, or between two dishes, we put the 

atoms together betweenone pair of brackets {--}ina so-called 

list of atoms. In the computer programme the atoms will be 

stored separately. 

CASE 1 x I o, Y ~ 9f x = j(l, y f 'I x = yf, y = ~ 

1~0N j10-0011Ij 

r - r 

~OM 10-00Mj 
r ._...., 

r 

0-00M ___, 
r 

~ a new 
(sub )tableau 
is :produced 

0-00M 
r 

0-00Mj0-0011] 

g .2:.91M 
r r 

r 
r __, 

r 

I 
hl 

·~--------_J----------------------------------------------~ 
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CASE 2 X:f~, Y:f~ XI~, Y=~ X=~, Y:f~ x~, Y=4 

w. 
~ 1M 11Mj11MI 1M j1MI Ml!J 

2.1 1M -. 
' ' ' ill no new 

i (sub )tableau 
11M 1M M 

is produced 

2~1 1M . . 
' 

Q a new 1M~ 1MG!J Mj1MI Ml!!!_j 
(sub )tableau 

·is produced 
i 

.2t.1 

hl 1M 1M 

Re mar ka 

1. The meaning of the columns and of the cases 1. 1 up to 5. 2 is 

the same as in a). The meaning of r is obvious f:rom the dia-

gram; in case 2 r = 0. 

2. The transformation rule only applies to the g:rid of the sub

tableau under control (the fi:rst g:rid on the line considered). 

All othe:r g:rids on the line are left unchanged. 

3. A g:rid is empty if it contains neither ones nor zeros. This 

means that there are no more subtableaux, and that all the for

mulae of the (sub )tableau under control have been reduced to 

atoms. 
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c) Glosure Rule 

We assume that the first (sub)tableau under control, 1 +F, (which 

stands on the first line) has been transformed after r reductions 

into: 

[G ,A ,s [A ,s , (:pis a natural number~ :p-1 :p-1 :p-1 1 .. :p 1 .. :p 

are grids, S 
1 

, ••• ,s 
1 

are lists of atoms and 
••• p 

A ,A , ••• ,A are fini te ordered sets of non-atomie formulae 
1 2 1. •• :p 

(some of the sets A and S may be em:pty). 

S=S US 
2 

US 
23 

U ..•• US is called the fulllist of atoms 
1 1 1 1 •• •:P 

of the subtableau under control. 

The subtableau under control is closed, if and only if the full 

list of atoms of this tableau is not em:pty and does contain two 

elements n and n satisfying one of the following relations: r s 

(i) sign(n ) = sign(n ) and r s 

(ii) 

Glosure rule 

If the subtableau under control is closed, then erase G
1

, A
1 

and 

S 1 in line (r + 1) ( see at the beginning of this section). 

If :p > 1 thèn transfarm line (r + 1) as fellows into: 

According to the method of the semantic tableaux, the formula F is 



provable if and only if the subtableau:under control is oioeed and 

p = 1; the formula F is unprovable if and only if the g:rid of the 

tableau under control is empty or contains only zeros and the tab

leau under control is not olosed. 

In figure (A). 1) a flow diagram of the application of the reduotion 

rules is given. 

START 

tableau under 

Figure (A).1) 

Flow diagram of the applioation of the reduotion rules mentioned 

in parag:raph AIII. 2. 
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AIII.3 Some Remarke about the Orga.n.ization of the Computer Programme 

The programme has been Wri tten in ALGOL as a procedure called 

RESO (k, :roo1, MAT) • k is an integer variabie and rooi{ 1 : 3k - 3] , 

MAT[1 : k] are integer arrays. The value of k must be a natural 

number between 2 and 100. 

The input of RESO is a propositional formula F (F : T (B ,c ) ••• 
1 1 1 

'l'k_1 (Bk_1 , ck_1 ) ; matrix [X1 •• ·-\:]) which is determined by the arrays 

POOL and MAT in the following way: 

(i) the values of the elements :root[3i], :rooL[3i-1] and :rooL[3i-2] 

are respectively equal to C., B. and t. ( t. is respectively 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

1,2,3,4 if T. equals A,C,D,I or -1,-2,-3,-4 if T. equals 
~ ~ 

NA,NC,ND,NI) for i= 1, ••• ,k-1. 

(ii) The propositional variables A1,1r1, ••• ,Ar,Ar are indicated re

spectively by +1,-1, ••• ,+r,-r; thevalue of the element MAT[j] 

is equal tos (where s is an integer with 0 <Is I ~ r). 

· The output of the programme oonsists of the printed word PROVABIE 

or UNPROVABIE and the printed value of the (looal) integer variable 

IENGTH. For tabulating purposes etc., we introduced also the global 

integer variables LONG and PROAB. At the end of RESO: LONG:= IENGTH; 

if F is provable, then PROAB : = 2. PROAB has to be made equal to 

zero before starting RESO. The value of IENGTH is equal to the 

number of times a reduction or a closure rule has been applied 

during the reduction process of F. 

The programme contains the following parts: 

LIPO reads the value of the árrays POOL and MAT and the value of k 

and constructs: 
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(i) the linear array REG containing the values of the elements 

of the array POOL; 

(ii) the linear array ATOM in which all the atoms a:ppearing during 

the reduction :process of F are :plaoed. In the examples given 

in this appendix the non-atomie formulae and the" atoms are 

plaoed in the same "work" register; 

(iii) the linear array ROST in which the of the (sub)tableau 

under control is plaoed. The grids 11 in the dishes 11 are placed 

in a linear array called SUPPLY. Af ter the closure of a sub

tableau a grid is plaoed from SUPPLY in the array ROST. 

The formula to be ela-borated in the array ~G is indioated by an 

indicator in the array ~G and by an indicator in the array ROST. 

Further a number of 11 auxiliary11 arrays and variables is set. 

TA:BCD determines the length of the formula at hand, its principal 

conneotive and its 

VERDELER. An impHeation or a conjunction present is transformed 

in the usual way into a disjunction. After this transformation the 

principal connective is determined again and the control is given 

to one of the following parts: 

PLUSDIS, , PLUSAEQ, MINAEQ. In this parts of the programme 

the relevant transformations on the arrays ~G, ROST, ATOM, SUPPLY 

etc. are executed. 

After these transformations the subtableau under control is in.:.. 

speoted for a closure with the aid of various (sub )procedures of 

RESO. See for further description the flow diagram in figure (A3.2). 
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1--
I 
I 

VERDElER 

~--zo KTABLO. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

RESAR __ _ 

-----.---

:= disjunction 
:= disjunction 

still ar10ther 
tableau 

+ 

I 

I ----------------------

Figure (A3.2) 

Flow diagram of the procedure RESO. The dotted reetangles indioate 

(sub)procedures of RESO. 
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AIII.4 Examples 

Example 1 

Example 2 

11 

Example 3 

1 

11 

111 

11 

01 

00 

01 

00 

11 

1 

+(P & Q) ... P; matrix ['PQP]. 

+I(1,3)C(1,2) 

-C(1,2){+3} 

{-1,-2,+3} 
=======;::;:== 

+(P & Q) - (P Q) ; matrix [PQFQ]. 

+I(1,3)C(1,2)A(3,4) 

-C( 1, 2)+A(3,4) 

+A(3,4){ -1 ,-2} 

{-3,+4} I {+3,-4}[ {-1,-2} 
======= 

{+3;-4,-1,-2} 
======.::======::::;= 

(4. 2) 

( 2. 1) 

(4. 2) 

(2.1) 

( 1. 2) 

(c .r) 

(c.r) 

+[(A-B) & (B V C)] -[A-c]; matrix [ABBCAC]. 

+I(1,5)C(1,3)I(1,2)D(3,4)I(5,6) 

-C(1,3)I(1,2)D(3,4)+I(5,6) 

-I(1,2)-D(3,4)+I(5,6) 

{+1}I11{-2}!-D(3,4)+I(5,6) 

{-3} 01{-4} {+1}j11{-2}1-D(3,4)+I(5,6) 

{ -5, +6,-,3}l..Q!j {+1} l1:!J-D(3,4)+I(5,6) 
===:::====== 

{ -4, +1} L11J-D(3,4 )+I( 5, 6) 

{-5,+6,-4,+1} )11{-2}j-D(3,4)+I(5,6) 
============= 

{-2}-D(3,4)+I(5,6) 

{-3} 1 1{-4} ]{-2}+1(5,6) 
==== 

{ ,-2}+1(5,6) 

{-5, +6,-2} 

(4. 2) 

(2.1) 

(4. 1) 

(3.1) 

(4. 2) 

(o.r) 

(4. 2) 

(c.r) 

(3.1) 

(5. 2) 

(4.2) 

(c .r) 
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Example 4 +(A=B) = [(Ä V B) & (Ïi V A)]; matrix [ABABÏÏAJ. 

1 +A(1,3)A(1,2)C(3,5)D(3,4)D(5,6) (1.2) 

11 -A( 1, 2)+C(3, 5 )D(3,4 )D( 5,6) [11 +.A.( 1, 2)-C (3, 5 )D(3,4 )D (5, 6 )f ( 1.1) 

1 {-1,-2}i1{+1,+2}I+CC3,5)------ c2.2) 

1o +D(3,4)11o+D(5,6) i{-1,-2}j1{+1,+2} [+C(3,5) - --- -- (3.2) 

0 {+3,-!4}j10+D(5,6)!{-1,-2}11{+1,+2}1+C(3,5)------ (c.:r) 

10 +D(5,6){-1,-2}11{+1,+2}i+C(3,5)------ (3.2) 

0 {+5,+6,-1,-2}11{+1,+2} !+C(3,5)------ (c.:r) 

1 

1 

1 

============== 
{+1,+2}+C(3,5)D(3,4)D(5,6)I 11+A(1,2)---! (2.2) 

+D(3,4)11+D(5,6)1{+1,+2}I11+.A.(1,2)---I (3.2) 

{+3,+4}11+.n(5,6)J{+1,+2}I11+A(1,2)---I (c.:r) 
======= 

+D(5,6){+1,+2}I11+A(1,2)---I (3.2) 

{+5,+6,+1,+2}I11+A(1,2)---I (c.:r) 
============= 

11 +A(1,2)-C(3,5)D(3,4)D(5,6) (1.2) 

{-1,+2}j1{+1,-2}j-C(3,5)D(3,4)D(5,6) (2.1) 

110 -D(3,4)-D(5,6){-1,+2}!1{+1,-2}j---------- (3.1) 

10 {-3}!10{-4}1-D(5,6){-1,+2}11{+1,-2}1---------- (c.:r) 
===-= 

10 -D(5,6){-4,-1,+2}11{+1,-2}[-c(3,5)------ (c.:r) 

11 

1 

0 

0 

1 

100 

===========~===== 

{+1,-2}-C(3,5)D(3,4)D(5,6) (2.1) 

-D(3,4)-D(5,6){+1,-2} (3.1) 

{-3}[1{-4}1-D(5,6){+1,-2} (3.1) 

{ -5 }I o( -6 )I{-3} J1 {-4} 1-D ( 5, 6) { +1, -2} (c .r) 
==== 

{-6,-3}j1{-4}1-D(5,6){+1,-2} (c.:r) 
======== 

{-4,+1,-2}-D(5,6) (3.1) 



1 

11 

1 

0 

1 

11 

1 

Example 6 

{-5} I {-6} 1{-4, +1 ,-2} (c.r) 
==== 

{-6,-4,+1,-2} (c.r) 
============= 

+(A ... B) (B ... A) ; matrix [ABBA]. 

+A(1,3)I(1,2)I(3,4) 

-I ( 1' 2)+I( 3,4) 111 +I( 1' 2 )-I ( 3,4) I 

{+1}11{-2}!+I( )j11+I(1,2) ------1 

{-3,+4,+1}11{-2}I+I(3,4)---------
========== 

{-2}+1(3,4) 111 +I( 1 '2) ------1 

( 1. 2) 

(4. 1) 

(4. 2) 

(c .r) 

(4.2) 

{-3,+4,-2}I11+I(1,2)-I(3,4)! (c.r) 
=========== 

+I(1,2)-I(3,4) 

{+3}1 {-4} 1{-1,+2} 

{-4,-1' +2} 
========== 

+ [(A V B) & C] = [A & C] ; matrix [ABCAC). 

(4. 2) 

(c .r) 

1 +A(1,3)C(1,3)D(1,2)C(4,5) (1.2) 

11 -C(1,3)D(1,2)+C(4,5)I11+C(1,3)D(1,2)-c(4,5)l (2.1) 

11 {-3}-D(1,2)+C(4,5) I11+C(1,3)------ I (4.1) 

{-1}]1{-2}1{-3}+C(4,5)]11+C(1,3)------ I (3.1) 

0 {+4} 0{+5} {-1}11{-2}1{-3}------------- (c.r) 

0 {+5,-1} {-3}------------- (c.r) 
======= 

{-2,-3}+CC4,s) 111+0(1,3) ------ 1 c2.2) 

{+4}1{-s}!{-2,-3}l11+C(1,3)------ J 

unprovable 
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APPENDIX IV 

A RANDOM GENERATOR FOR THE PROPOS ITIONAL CALCULUS 

AIV.1 Notation and Definitions 

By a random generator is meant a computer program which selects 

(by the uniform distribution) an element from a certain finite set 

of well-formed propositional formulae. 

Before defining these sets we introduce the concept of the length 

of a propositional formula as the number of its binary connectives 

plus one. 

The class H(k,r,a) is defined as the set of well-formed proposi

tional formulae of length k with a matrix [x X ..• x] (see for the 
1 2 -k 

defini tion of the matrix Appendix where xi, i 1, ••• ,k, is 

equal to one of the propositional variables of the set {A
1

, ••• ,~, 

A
1

, ••• ,Ir} and with connectives belonging to the set a of allowed 

binary connectives. 

The parenthesis 1 structure of a well-formed propositional formula 

F must be determined so, that it indicates the principal sign for 

each part of F and vice versa. So formulae like I V B V (ë V A) 

have an unacceptable parenthesis 1 structure. We consider the set 

of all parenthesis' structures of a well-formed propositional for-

mula of length m (m 1, 2, ••• ) ; n is the number of i ts elements. 
m 

The elements of this set are selected at random with the aid of 
m-1 

theuniformprobability distribution; ~j (j = 1, ••• ,m-1; Z qm. = 1, 
j=1 J 

m ~ 2) is the probability that the selected parenthesis' structure 

indicates the j-th binary connective as the prilleipal s For 
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notational purposes the real numbers ~j are combined into a vector 

~ = (~1'"""'~-1). 

AIV. 2 Compu ta ti on of ~ +1 ~ and l'\_ 

Because of the fact that nj.l'\_+
1
-j is the number of parenthesis 1 

structures of a forlllUla of length k + 1 in which the j-th binary 

connective is the principal sign l'\_+
1 

satisfies the recurrent equa

tion: 

l'\_+1 (k = 1,2,3, •.• ) 

with n 1 = 1. From this recurrent equation it fellows that the gen-
oo . 

erating function N( t) = E n .• tJ of the numbers Il:k satisfies the 
j=1 J 

equation N(t)
2 = N(t)- t. This leads to the conclusion that 

or 

(k = 1' 2, ••. ) • 

From the definition of ~+1 jit it is easily seen that 

n .• n ....... J a-J., 
~+1j = na+1 

and ~+1 j = qa+1 a+1- j (j 1,2, ••• ,a). 

The real numbers q_a+
1 

j may be computed by the recurrent relation: 

= 2j - 1 • a - j + 1 • 
qa+1 j+1 j + 1 2a- 2j - 1 ~+1 j 

fora= 1,2,3, ••• and j = 1,2, ••• ,a-1. 
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AIV.3 Description of the Generation Procedure 

The parenthesis structure of a formula F to be selected from the 

class H(k,r,a) is generated by means of the generation of a paren-

thesis matrix T. T is a (k- 1) x (k- 1 )-matrix with elements equal 

to one or zero. 

For the description of the generation process of T we define a left 

(right) zeroseries of an element 1 in the m-th row (m 1,2, ••• ,k-1) 

as a maximal uninterrupted sequence of s zeros left (right) of the 

above 1 in. the m-th row; the last zero (first zero) is the direct 

neighbour of the above mentioned element 1. The lengthof the zero 

series is equal tos (s = 0,1, ••• ). 

The matrix T is constructed according to the following rules: 

(a) Put a zero in the place of every element of the first row. 

The number of zeros is equal to i ( = k- 1 for this case). 

(b) Select an element of this series with the probability distri-

bution qi+
1 

and put a one in the place of the so selected 

element. 

(c) If the row contains one or more zeros, then copy all its ele-. 
ments in the following row (tm+

1 8 
:= tm s fors= 1, ••• ,k-1; 

t 1 is the copy of the last selected element in the m-th row) 

and apply (d); if not, stop. 

(d) If t 1 has a left zero series of length i, i > o, then apply 

(b); if not, apply (e). 

(e) Search in the last row obtained, to wi th the right 

neighbouring element of t 1 , from the left to the right for 

the first maximal uninterrupted series of zeros. This series 
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contains i zeros. 

If i > 0 then apply (b); if i o, then stop. 

The binary connectives of the formula F are numbered from the left 

to the right. In this case the selection of an element in a row 

means the selection of the oorreeponding binary connective as the 

principal connective of a part of the formula; every column of the 

matrix T corresponds with a binary connective. 

If the sequence of natural numbers t
1
,t

2
,t 3,t4

, ••• ,t
8

, ••• ,tv'tv+1' 

•.• ,tk_
1 

is a series of choices made according the prescribed se

lection rules, then the matrix T has the following appearance: 

t3 t t 1 ts t tv 
seiect. rule 

4 v+1 dist. pr. 

1 0 0 0 ----------- 0 1 0 ----------------------- 0 (b) qk 

2 0 0 0 --------- 0 1 0 ----------------------- 0 (d) qt 
1 

3 Î 0 1 0 --------- 0 Î 0 ----------------------- 0 (d) q3 

4 0 --------- 0 1 0 --------~-------------- 0 (e) ~ 

5 0--0 Î 0--0 1 0 ----------------------- 0 (e) q 
t1-t2 +1 

- - - -
(e) qk-t 

1 
s 1 ------------------ 1 0 ---- 0 1 0 -------------- 0 

- - - -
V Î 1 0 ----- 0 1 0 0 (e) qk-t 

s 
v+1 1 0 ----1 0 1 0 0 (d) qt -t +1 

V s 
- - - -

k-1 

The matrix T determines the parenthesis' structure of the formula 

F to be selectedas follows: 
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(a) Go to the first row of T. 

(b) If the last selected element (which stands in the t-th column) 

has a left zero series of length i > 0 then place an opening 

bracket ( which is equal to !I (u) before xt . and a closing 
-~ 

bracket ( which is equal to u) u) af ter Xt in the structure 

x1 ° • . • 0 \: *) ; go to ( c ) • 

(c) If the last selected element (which stands in the t-th column) 

has a right zero series of length j > 0 then place an opening 

bracket before xt+1 and a closing brack~t after xt+1+j in the 

structure x1 0 ••• 0 \:; go to (d) 

(d) If the row does not contain any zero, then stop; otherwise go 

to the following row of T and apply (b). 

The programme for the random selection of a formula belonging to 

the class H(k,r,a) consiste of two parts, viz.: 

(1) The random selection of the matrix [x1, ••• ,\:] and the selec

tion of the k- 1 binary connectives. 

The values of the X. are independently selected with the uni
~ 

form dis tribution on the set {A ••• A ,1..1 ••• A } ; the binary 
1 r r 

connectives are independently selected with the uniform dis-

tribution on the set a. 

(2) The generation of the parenthesis 1 structure by means of the 

construction of the matrix T. This means that in this part of 

the programme the veetors q., i = 2, ••• ,k must be computed 
~ 

*) This structure indicates the formula F in which the parenthesis 

structure is suppressed; the Xi are negated or unnegated atoms and 

the o's indicate the binary conneotives of F. 
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with the formulae of section 2. 

Theorem (A4. 1) 

The class H(k,r,cx) contains ~· (2r )k .sk-
1 

formulae; sis the number 

of elements of a. 

Theorem (A4. 2) 

The random generation of formulae belonging to the class H(h,r,cx) 

is a random selection wi th the aid of the uniform dis tribution on 

the class H(k,r,cx). 

The proof of these assertions is an easy consequence of the fore-

going paragraphs. 

The generation procedure could easily be extended in such a way 

that i t produces also formulae wi th the negation signs over more 

than one atom (like A-(~) etc.). 

AIV.4 Programme technical Remarks 

The programme generating a formula F belonging to the set H(k,r,cx) 

has been wri tten in ALGOL as a procedure called FOR.lV!UUL(A,r,k, N,fraud). 
4 

A[O: 4] is an integer array with A[O] ~ A[i]; if the i-th ele-
i=1 

ment of the sequence =, &, V, - does (not) belong to the set a, 

then A[i] = 1 (o), i= 1,2,3,4. 

The integer variables r and k have the same meaning as in H(k,r, ex). 

The value of the real variable fraud is a pseudo- random number 

generated by the THE library procedure random. 

The value. of the integer variable N regulates the output, which 

consists for all allowed values of N at least of the values of the 
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integer axrays POOL and MA.T (see AJ;II. 3 ). 

The procedure FORMUUL has the following parts: 

MATRIX. Wi th the aid of k generated pseudo-random numbers the values 

of the elements of the array MAT are determined. 

GT- GENERATOR. An element of a given zero series and the oorre

sponding binary connective is determined (the required probability 

distribution q is computed and two random numbers are generated). 

POLNOT. Wi th the aid of the output of GT-GENERATOR an element of 

the array POOL is constructed. 

NORMNOT. The value of a number of elements of the integer array 

NORM is changed. The array NORM allows the programme to print the 

generated formula F in the "normal" notation. 

ZOEK. A zero series of length i according the construction rules 

of T is looked for. If i > 0 then the control is given to GT-GEN-

ERATOR, if i = 0 then to: 

PRINTNORM. For N = 3,4 the generated formula is printed in the 

"no:rma.l" notation. 

PRINTPOOL. For N = 1, 3 the generated formula is printed in the 

modified Polish notatien (see AIII.1). 

AIV .4 An Example 

Suppose that one wants to select by means of the uniform distribu-

tion formulae belonging to the class H(5, 2, {V,-•J ). 

( ) ( 
-) 1.. This means that P X. =A. P X. =A. = 4, ~ = 1, ••• ,5, j = 1,2; 

~ J ~ J 

if oh is the h-th binary connective then P(oh = V) = P(oh = -) =-i 
for h = 1, ••• ,4. 
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From an easy oaloulation (using the formulae of section AIV. 2) it 

fellows that: q = (1), q = (0.50,0.50), q = (0.40,0.20,0.40), 
2 3 4 

% = (0.36,0.14,0.14,0.36). 

Part (1) of the programme delivers as output the matrix [A
1 
,A

2 
,A

1 
,A

2 
,I

1
] 

and the ordered set of binary oonnectives [V,-,-, V]. 

Part (2) of the programme delivers as output the matrix T. 

T step o, 02 03 04 rule 

1 1 q5 

2 1 1 q2 

3 1 1 1 q3 

4 1 1 1 1 q2 

The following matrix visualizes the construction of the generated 

formula with the aid of the outputs (1) and (2). 

x, I x2 l x3 1 x4 l ~ 
01 

12 3 4 

( ) 0 ( ) 
I 

0 0 

I I ( ) 0 0 0 

I I I 
0 0 0 0 

- -
At At A2 I A, :MATRIX 

y ï T V CONNECTIVES 
I 

IA J A ) l ((A 1 A2) ~ Ät) RESULT 
,. 1 i 2 1 1 I i 

r(1,3)D(1,2) D(3,5)I(3,4) [A A A A A ] 
1 ~ 1 2 1 
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SAMENVATTING 

In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond, dat de waarschijnlijkheids

rekening als een heuristisch hulpmiddel in bewijsprocedures voor 

de logica van de eerste orde gebruikt kan worden. 

In het bijzonder in de hoofdstukken IV, V en VI wordt een 

theoretische fundering van deze uitspraak gegeven. 

In Appendix II wordt aangetoond, aan de hand van een statistische 

analyse van een klein experiment in de propos i tie logica, dat de 

beschreven beslissingsregels in een "praktisch" geval daadwerkelijk 

kunnen worden opgesteld. 

Voor de formele beschrijving wordt gebruik gemaakt van de theorie 

der statistische beslissingsfuncties van Wald. 

In hoofdstuk I wordt besproken, in hoeverre de in dit proefschrift 

besproken heuristiek aansluit bij de heuristische hulpmiddelen be

kend uit de literatuur over mechanische bewijsprocedures voor de 

logica van de eerste orde. 

Hoofdstuk II bevat enige voorbereidende stellingen. 

In hoofdstuk III worden met behulp van de conjunctiva normaalvorm 

eindige verzamelingen van welgevormde formules der propositielogica 

gedefinieerd; iedere formule bevat k conjunctieleden cUe aan be

paalde eisen voldoen. Voorelk van deze verzamelingen wordt (m.b.v. 

combinatorische argumenten) de waarschijnlijkheid, dat een aselect 

getrokken formule bewijsbaar is, berekend. 

Voor het geval een aselect getrokken formule F bewijsbaar wordt 

geschat indien de eerste m ( 1 ..;; m..;; k) conjunctieleden een propo

sitievariabele en zijn negatie bevatten, wordt de waarschijnlijkheid 

van een foutieve schatting expliciet berekend. 

Tevens wordt aangetoond dat de statistische beslissingsfunctie die 

met deze schattingsprocedure correspondeert, Bayes is. 

In hoofdstuk IV wordt, op basis van de stelling van Herbrand, een 

stochastische bewijsprocedure voor de predicatenlogica van de eerste 

orde beschreven; hiervoor is het begrip reductiestap éénduidig be

paald. 
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Voor een willekeurige deelverzameling Yl der welgevormde formules 

van de predicatenlogica van de eerste ordé wordt bewezen: (i) dat 

deze stochastische bewijsprocedure .de bewijsbaarheid van een be

wijsbare formule F met waarschijnlijkheid één in een eindig aantal 

reductiestappen aantoont; (ii) er bestaat een natuurlijk getal N('tt) 

zodanig dat de schattingsprocedure, die iedere aselect gekozen F 

waarvan de bewijsbaarheid na n > N(Yl) reductiestappen nog niet 

vaststaat, onbewijsbaar schat, Bayes is. Bovendien wordt bewezen 

dat de hiermede corresponderende statistische beslissingsfunctie 

asymptotisch goed is. 

In hetzelfde hoofdstuk wordt ook besproken hoe men d.m.v. een va

riant op genoemde stochastische bewijsprocedure statistische hypo

thesen betreffende F kan toetsen. De uitslag van zo 1n toets kan 

als heuristisch hulpmiddel dienen voor de bepaling van de strategie 

betreffende de nog uit te voeren reductiestappen. 

In hoofdstuk VI wordt aangegeven hoe men voor een welgevormde F, 

behorende tot de deelverzameling (x)(Ey)(z), een bewijsprocedure 

van Church stochastisch kan maken. 

I:ri hoofdstuk VI wordt aangetoond, aan de hand van het voorbeeld der 

theorie der definities, hoe bovengenoemde stochastische procedures 

kunnen worden toegepast op meer ingewikkelde schattingsproblemen 

der mathematische logica. 

Appendix I bevat een uitvoerige literatuurlijst met betrekking tot 

mechanische bewijsprocedures in de (predicaten)logica van de eerst· 

orde. 

In Appendix III en IV worden de computerprogramma's die gebruik 

zijn voor het in Appendix II beschreven experiment, besproken. 
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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift van S.O. van Westrhenen 

1. De in hoofdstuk IV van dit proefschrift beschreven variant van 

de daar genoemde bewijsprocedure kan ook geformuleerd worden in 

termen van een probabilistische machine in de zin van Rabin. 

M.O. Rabin- "Lectures on Classical and Probabilistic Automata" 
in: "Automata Theory", New York, London 1966, pp. 309- 313. 

2. De door J.A. Robinsonbeschreven bewijsmethode voor de predi

catenlogica van de eerste orde (the resolution principle) kan uit

gebreid worden met een statistische strategie zoals dit is beschre

ven voor de variant in paragraaf (IV.5) van dit proefschrift. 

J.A. Robinson- "A Machine Oriented Logic based on the Resolu-
tion Principle", J. A.C.M. (1965), pp. 24-41. 

3. De door Prawitz beschreven methode om "nutteloze" substitutie 

instanoes te vermijden kan ook uitgebreid worden voor dfl methode 

der semantische tableaux. 

D. Prawitz- "An Improved Proof Procedure", Theorie _gQ_ ( 1960), 
pp. 102- 139. 

4. n verschillende propositievariabelen kunnen met behulp van een 

Venn-diagram gevisualiseerd worden in een rechthoek die verdeeld 

is in zn disjuncte gebieden. 

Dit diagram kan gerepresenteerd worden door een n x zn -matrix waar

van de elementen nul of één z:i:jn; de rijen stellen de propositie

variabelen, de kolommen de gebieden van het Venn-diagram voor. 

Op basis van deze matrixrepresentatie kan men een decisieprocedure 

voor de propositielogica ontwikkelen, die gemakkelijk is te pro

grammeren en niet de nadelen heeft van de waarheidstabellenmethode. 

s. Als onder een semi-ring A wordt verstaan een algebraïsch sys

teem waarvan de elementen voldoen aan de gebruikelijke ringaxiomas, 

maar niet aan het postulaat dat a +x= b een oplossing x € A heeft 

voor alle a,b € A, dan geldt de volgende stelling: 

Een semi-ring A met nul- en éénelement, waarin het stelsel verge

lijkingen a +x = 1 en a. x = 0 voor alle a € A een oplossing x met 

x € A bezit, is de directe som van een boole ring en een boole al

gebra. 



.6. Indien men in de punten P ,P , ••• ,P (n ~ 2) een willekeurig 
1 2 n 

aantal lampen onafhankelijk van de stand van de overige schakelaars 

aan en uit wil kunnen schakelen (gegeneraliseerde hotelschakeling) 

dan moet men tussen Pi en Pi+l (i 1,2, ••• ,n-1) minstens een 

( ~-1 + 1 )-polige kabel leggen. 

7. Theorema (3. 3) van dit proefschrift kan men eenvoudiger be

wijzen door een beroep te doen op de probabilistische betekenis van 

p(n,r). 

8. Het is een opmerkelijk feit, dat de ontologische implicaties 

van natuurwetenschappelijke theorieën, welke strijdig lijken met 

traditionele christelijke dogma's, veelal door herinterpretatie als 

natuurlijke consequenties van de desbetreffende religieuze opvat

tingen worden gezien. 

Wellicht zal de verklaring hiervan moeten worden gezocht in de 

psychologische motieven op grond waarvan de religieuze dogma's in 

hun oorspronkelijke vorm werden geaccepteerd. 

9. Indien de welgevormde formule F i door middel van de uniforme 

verdelingwordt getrokken uit de verzameling H(r. ,k. ,a.), i=1, 2, ••• ,n 
l l l 

(zie voor de betekenis van H(r,k,a) en p(k,r) respectievelijk Ap-

pendix IV en hoofdstuk III van dit proefschrift), dan geldt: 

n 
P{F & ••• &F is bewijsbaar}";;; n (1-p(k.,r.)). 

1 n i=1 J. J. 

10. Bij een wijziging van het wiskundeprogramma bij het VWO dient 

niet in de eerste plaats de wiskundige relevantie van het nieuw in 

te voeren wiskunde-onderdeel, maar de toepasbaarheid hiervan in 

andere vakdisciplines getoetst te worden. 

ll. Naast een democratisering binnen de ondernelliing en inspraak 

van de werknemer in het beleid van de ondernemer dient dit beleid 

ook van buitenaf gecontroleerd te worden. 

Eindhoven, 

27 mei 1969. 




